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Absf ract
The Pan-American garnes are going to be held in Winnipeg in 1999. The University of
Manitoba campus, the oldest academic institution in Western Canada, will play host to many
important events, the foremost being the site for the main Pan--&nericm Village. Over si.
thousand athletes, coaches, and offiaals wiii be housed within the secured pciimeter around

the University. in addition, there wiu be daily influxes of hundreds of security personnel,
media. dignitaries, and volunteers. The University of Manitoba Campus wiii Literaiiy be in
the international spotlight.

Massive exposure, such as the Garnes promise, dexnands that the exterior environment of the
Campus reflect the positive image of the University as a forward-thinking institution; a place
of creativity and insight. The hosting of the Pan-American Games provides the Gniversity of
hlanitoba with a unique opportunity to deveIop an exterior environment which is more
sensitive and expressive of the native landscape vemacular of the Prairies. Utdizing
indigenous materials in a landscape design for a demonstration site w ithin the Athlete's

Village at the University of Manitoba is an important first step torvards endowing the
University with an identity more in keeping with it's lccation on the Prairies. Indeed, an
expression of the regional native landscape r v d facilitate the cultural understanding the
garnes strive to impart, by giving a sense of place to al1 the participants.
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Introduction

Synopsis
This practicum is an investigation of the inhicacies associated with placemaking, and how

landscape is intimately tied with place. The University of Manitoba Fort Garry campus rviU
play host to thousands of international athletes and officials d u ~ the
g upcoming PanAmencan Games, and as such should embody the 'gold standard' of quality to vvhich these
Games aspire. The premise of the project is that the landscape of the University of Manitoba
shouid display, the distinct characteristics of the region, in order to irnpart a strong 'sense of
place' to the international officiais and athletes tvho wiii be visiting the site. The f m s for the
project is the exhibition of the strength of regional landscape influences in the shaping of
place as demonstrated through the design of a demonstration site within the Athlete's Village
on the University of Manitoba Fort Garry campus. It is hoped that this initiative WU
provoke some thoughts and discussion regarding the direction of the development of the
Fort Garry campus' exterior environment.

The Pan-American Games
in 1940 the Argentine Olympic Cornmittee called a congress of the 21 countries of the
Western Hemisphere, for the purposes of discussing the creation of an international Garnes
in addition to the Olympics. The purpose of these games would be to build nerv and closer
bonds among the nations of the Americas, and give the amateur athletes in these countries
addi tional in tema tional competition behveen the O1,mpic Games.

S ~ ~ t e National
en
Olympic cornmittees sent representatives to the meeting, and they decided
to hold a Pan-American Garnes every four years beginning in 1942. World War II, however,
presented a scheduling problem, and coupled rvith one or two other faise starts it was nine
yean before the first Pan-American Games vvere opened in Buenos Aries, Argentina.
Twenty-one countries took part in 19 sports during the 1951 Pan-Arnerican Garnes. In 1999
there wiIl be 42 nations and 41 sporting discipiines. There will be over six thousand athletes,
coaches, hainers, and officials, over a thousand referees and judges, and at least two
thousartd media people from the Pan-American Nations. Additionally, there will be millions
of spectators both in person and viewing live broadcasts, these wiU be the most televised
Pan-American Games in history. These Games promise to be the largest celebration of sport
and culture ever in staged in Canada, according to the Pan-American Games Society.

The Pan-American Games have become a massive sporting event, the Pan-American Garnes
Society ranks the 1999 Games on par with the 19W and 1996 Olympics. Certainly the
organization and execution of the 1999 Games wiil be an Olympian undertaking. There wili
be many construction projects initiated in preparation for these games. Existing sporting

faciiities W U be upgraded. new facilities wiil be constructed, and of course the landscape will
be modified to reflect this festive event. This construction wiU endow the city vvith an
architecturai legacy that wiii persist for years to corne. Subsequently it is of paramount
importance to plan these projects with clear. long term goals established, in order to assure
that the legacy facilities and landscapes cm be used and enjoyed by the local residents after
the garnes a.re finished.

The University of Manitoba
Li July and August of 1999. the University of Manitoba Fort Garry Campus located in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Canada vvili serve as home for over six thousand international athietes, judges and officials during the Pank n e n c a n Games. The oldest academic institution

in Western Canada, it W U play host to many important

events, the foremost being the site for the main P a n - h e r i c a n Viage. Nearly six-thousand athletes. coaches,
and officiais will be housed within the highiy secured perimeter which will surround the Athlete's Village
w i t h the campus. In addition, there wili be daily infirues of hundreds of security personnel. media.
dipitaries, and volunteers.
The University of Manitoba Campus will literally be in the international spotlight. The hosting of the PanAmerican Games provides the University of Manitoba with a unique opportunity to develop an exterior
environment rvhich is more sensitive and expressive of the native landscape vernacular of t5e Prairie region,
allowing this tinte in the spotlight to be memorable for both participants and guests. Utilizing indigenous
materiais in the expression of the landscape design for this Athlete's Vdage at the University of Manitoba is a
step towards endowing the University with an identity more responsive to its location on the Prairies.
Indeed, an expression of the regional landscape wili faditate the cultural understanding the games strive to
irnpart, by giving a sense of place to a.Hthe participants.

Goal:
demonstrate the potential landscape development opportunity of the Pan-Amencan

Games Athlete's Viage for the University of Manitoba Fort Garry Campus through the
design of a demonstration landscape within the Athleto's Village

Obiectives:
creation of a plan for exterior social spaces for both passive and active sociaiîzation uses
by the resident population during the Pan-American Garnes

account for possible future uses of the Fort G a r y Campus' exterior environment after
the Games are compteted, focusuig on the creation of a legacy landscape

exhibit the potential of indigenous construction materials to impart a 'sense of place' to
Pan-American Games guests through the design of a demonstrabon landscape on the
Fort Garry Campus

(Re)Creating a Spirit of Place
Early American campus plans have been the accepted status quo for aIl academic campuses.
Harvard, Cambridge, Yale, Jefferson's dassic University of Viginia, are some examples of
campus layouts which were considered exernplars of their period, and were recreated in
some fonn at other sites. Indeed, the planning ideas seen at Harvard and the University of
Virginia were drawn upon for both Stoughton's and Mudry and Stovel's redevelopment of
the Fort Garry Campus1. Both these schemes succeeded at neating a distinct sense of place
for the university, however, they were precedents drawn h m an American history of
campus planning, and not h l l y celebrating the ridi landscape character of the region. The
schernes focus more on the aspect of the academic campus as a place removed from the
community which surrounds it, as a place which is unto itself. The landscape aesthetic,
ruhich is typical on campuses of this Beaux Arts style, although not f d y articulated in either
scheme for the University of Manitoba iç one of formal ordering and ornamental plantings,
typically maintained in a very manicured condition to reinforce this notion of the campus as
a singular entity.

.4ny academic landscape, regardless of Location, cannot support a Landscape ethic which
requires extensive energy inputs. Heavily manicured landscapes, on a grandiose level,
cannot be maintained in a static condition indefinitely. Financial restraint on the part of
public education institutions have forced the evolution of a new landscape design ethic,
based on Iow energy inputs, replacing the traditionai notion of an exotic, manicured oasis.
Richard Dober (1985)echoes this sentiment noting that finanual strain on the part of
unirersities have created landscapes which are marked not so much by a grandiose
landscape theme, but rather influenced by a landscape ethic which gives prionty to saving

and savouring existing plant materials and historic landscapes. in this context a cultivated
green, or its equivaknt, and a viable landscape not only signifies institutional continuity and
fiscal stabiiity, but a campus that cares about its image, traditions, physical environment,
reasons for being, and the people it serves (Dober 1985: 191).
The nztl-iral landscape is 2 strong part of our culture. More so than architecture, the

Iandscape can broadcast dues that locate a site ecologically. To see, sense, and appreciate the
differentiais of landscape, consciously or othenvise, is to participate in a universal concern
for habitat, natural resources, and perhaps, world survival. A campus designed to illuminate
such fundamentai issues is consistent with higher education's teaching and research
mandates (Dober 1985: 169).
l Refer to Appendix 1 for a more complete history of the University of Manitoba.
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The University of Manitoba campus planning xhemes of the Oimsted brothers, Stoughton,
and Mudry & Stovel were exemplars for the t h e , a time which has p w e d . The sporadic

building initiatives on the campus have subverted any intent which these designers had, and
has left the grand campus searching for a clearer expression of seif. Now, with an
international sporting event due to be staged on the site, an coherent image of the campus
and its place within the larger context of the region is critical. A reintroduction of
indigenous materials into the landscape of the campus will reinforce the uniqueness of the
University of Manitoba Fort G a q campus as a special place.

"A place is not the 'where' of something: it is the location plus everything that

occupies that location seen as an integrated and meaningful phenornenon." (Relph
1931: 3)

The potential of the Fort G a n y campus' exterior environment has not been h i i y realized; it is
on a c m . The rapid proliferation, and general placement of buildings in the 1960's partially
eroded the potential of the development of a distinct 'place' sensitive to its regional context.
With the outdoor spaces on the campus poorly defined as a result of nerv building

placements, the campus has not developed a u d y i n g quaiity with regards to the extenor
environment. It w o d d be very easy and convenient to biindly adopt generic planning
strategies which would serve to unite the campus with a f l q of catalogue street furniture,
ornamental plantings, and popular international campus design trends. However, the
character of the Fort Ga.

campus is more than just this,and must be reinforced. The

initiative of the campus planning department to utilize native plantings in the campus
landscape is an encouraging example of an attempt to maintain the regional character of the
Iandscape. The premise under which University Centre was created2 is an excellent
paradigm for the continued shaping of the campus' exterior environment and the
strengthening of the distinct regional character of the place.
It would also be very easy for the Pan-American Games Operations Committee to utilize a

generic design scheme to articulate the exterior environment of the Fort Garry Campus
during the Garnes. Temporary elements installed to satüfy the basic needs of the
participants, such as essentiai signage and perhaps some new benches could be the extent of

2~niversityCentre was created to be a focus for social life on the campus. a place where social contact and personal
development could be fostered. The building contributed to the character of the campus and integrated into the overail
budding fabric of the campus.

the planning. A caldated assemblage of hinctional elements, hilfilling the base

requiremenis, but lacking a strong visual impact, arousing no signifcant sentiments in the
viewer.

A primary mandate of these 1999 Pan-American Carnes is cultural exchange, a message very

strongly articulatecl in the Pan-Amencan Cames Bid Document. Geating a place within the
confines of the Athlete's Village on the University of Manitoba's Fort Gany campus which,
like the Olympic sites, celebrates the place through the revelation of the details of the place,
wiil promote this cultural exchange. A common ground, a . oasis away from the crush of the
crowds and the roar of the pagentry, a place where the participants have opportunities to
socialize, to meditate, or to stroll outdoors, wrapping themselves in the prairie summer.
Above ail, this place shouid provide the particpants with a sense of 'hereness', a sense that
they are on the Canadian prairies, a unique and special place.

Nature and the Spirit of Place
The essence, or spirit of a place is not something which reveals itself through a cursory
examination of an area. It is something which must be uncovered graduaiiy, through a
firsthand experience of the details of the area. T h e spirit of a place, Lice a fine wine, has a

different, subltie taste for eadi user, and as such cannot be presented as a series of generic
absolute facts, but must be savoured carefuiIy over tirne. The details of a place will have
different meanings for each user, and as such each user must interpret the place on his or her

own terms, and discover nuances about it which wiii serve to make the place special to them.
Details of an area are subtle threads which the designer must weave together to impart a
character, a spirit of the place. Paving patterns, surface textures, articulation of vertical
surfaces, and street fumishings are designed and placed in such a way as to capitalize upon
and heighten the unique attributes of the place. Qualities of light, wind, terrain, water, and
vegetation under the kaiiedoscope of the overhead canopy which is the sky must be
understood and articulated as essential characters of the place. The textures of natural
elements must be revealed so that they can be caressed by the vierver's scanning eyes; the
matenab teil stories about the evolution of the place. The history of the place is also special,
historical structures or artifacts mark special times in the life of a place and are essential
threads in the tapestry of the site. There are a myriad of examples of details pertainhg to
place, however, there are some outstanding detail qualities rvhich are more pertinent to the
u'niversity of Manitoba and its geographical location.
This place is sky. Cloiids thunder like gods ncross the i l a j t bliie roof, rolling and nirnbling in a mislzing clzonts O/
soiind. The sky is the home of theforever sirliset, bl~zzi~zg
out tlze day in a nielodioirs rnelting ofreds, oranges, and
yellows. This plrtce is 5 4 .
The prairie sky is an intimate part of the h d s c a p e , it

provides a sense of the horizon, and acts as a varying ceiiing
to the vistas. The condition of the sky is &O an important
modulator of the ever-changing quality of light on the
prairies. A grey, overcast sky c m make a space seem
incredibly dreary, whiie the same space can be bright and
exciting if the sky is clear. Since the angle of the sun is
constantly changing, the quality of Light within a space
changes with it. Morning sun is bright and crisp, revealing,
while evening sun is soft, a melding of oranges and yeliows

and ceds. Crisp moming sun wiii make the Eastern facades
of buildings stand out, but as light dimlushes with the evening, individual buildings can be
seen in their en tirety.

The quality of light can sharpen or blur definitions, emphasize, silhouette, and

reveal textures and colours. Light can be rnanipdated to bring out
unsuspecting qualities of a space, entice users to see a space in a different way.
Bright, warm colours can make spaces seem very cheerful when bathed ir.
sunlight; however cold or neutral colours c m drive people away, even more
so when the sky is overcast. A lighted openlig seen beyond darkened woods
can be a dramatic vision and create a compeihg focal point. Sunlight
filtering through a canopy of trees is softened by the leaves, giving a serene
quality to the space.
Materials and surface textures are also reveaied and enhanced by the quality
of Light. Ln the outdoor space, the ground plane depends intimately on the
articulation of its surface to irnpart character. and describe the landscape to the vietver. Fine ground textures
emphasize the shape and the rnass of the underlying ground,acting as more of a backdrop to the objects
rvhich rise from it. Coarse textures work oppositely, they caii attention to the surface itself and become
features rather than backgrounds. Floor textures can be used to guide movement through a space by
channelling the choice of direction and preventing encroadunent.
Materials can also tell stories about a place and horv it has evolved.
indigenous building materials become associated rvith a place, such as
Adobe clay in Mexico, redwoods in the Pacific Xorthwest, and the typical
downtown district in rnost large cities is alrnost alrvays associated tiith
glass and steel. h Manitoba tyndalstone, or limestone, is the indigenous
building rnaterial which is readily c o ~ e c t e dwith the spirit of this place.
iLIany buildings within the city of Winnipeg utilize limestone in their
construction, and is mandated in the building code of the University of
Manitoba.
A display of history, of the passage of time, through long wearing materials

jâgute 3: che Avenue of the Elmr. an
hirrorical arr.$izc~on the Forr
Garry Campus (Gendron)

or seasonal variations of vegetation, is an important conveyance of the
spirit of a place. Evidence of human usage over time, wom steps,
pathways, or seating f ~example,
r
imparts intimate feelings to the viewer, a stronger sense of c o ~ e c t e d n e s s
rvith a place. Permanent site elements are indicators with which the passage of time can be measured.
Contrashg old elements, paving materials or building styles for example, with the new gives the viewer an
idea of the depth of tirne, a sense of the progress of history.

figure 4: bddings and srrticcures tell rhe scoy of che evolurion of a pbce. rhey are imporranr markers of rime (Ross)

This place is trees. Buttresses of elms (Ulmz~sammiana L.) support
cathedra1 canopies dong aged streets and misend riwrs; pinpoints of
diver sunlight play on the groilnd belm. Narcissistic willows (Salix
pentnndrd ddicntely stretch out @ni the rizerbank, desperate for a
glimpse of their refirction. Arcs of hfmtitoiicz rnaple (Acer nepindo L.)
explodefronr the grorittd in rntdti-stemmed cltimps. Aspinng conijes,
skyword shetching, luirbingers of spring hupes dtiring winter rnonths.
Oasis of aspm (Popultis tremiiloides Miclur.) in sighing sens of grasses,
sluzke their senefs out as the wind combs t k i r cnnopies. This place is
t rees.
The design of an outdoor environment must also depend on
vegetation. Trees, shrubs, and forbs structure and ifluence

figure 5: a v e n (Populict rremuloides)
(Johnson et al.)

outdoor spaces very effectively. Vegetation aids in focusing views
and uniting a landxape through a conünuity of materials. Vegetation takes on

a wide variety of forms under the influence of the naturd environment, and
these f o m changes as the plant grows, ages, and is impacted by its setting.
However, each species has its own habit of growth, its own way in which the

branches, leaves, and buds are comected, and this pattern produces the distinct
characteristics, mass, and textures of the species. These characteristics vary for

plant species depending upon the vegetation zone in which it naturally thnves,
yet ail impart character to a place.

figure 6: riverbcuik vegerorion

(Thdmsen )

n i s phce is wind. Sighing thmgh canopies, sheepishly showing itseyin
gmss oceans; wordlessly winding itseif through sheets. I f cm caress like a
l m on hot, tired duys, and steizl the breathfim yotcr body whor cold days
corne cnlling. The slieltering green cairns it down to a whisper, zurqqing the
forest in a dtelte-ring silence. nzis place is wind.
The wind is the voice of the prairie landscape; it speaks through the
vegetation. The wind whispers through the leaves of the trees and
sighs through the meadow grasses. When it is gusting, it howls like a
banshee; becoming a reconing force as it crashes through the
landscape. It is a chaotic element, difficult to describe in text and can
only be f d i y appreciated through experience.

f i r r r e 7: grass1CULClS (Johnson et aL)

This place is iuoter. Veinlike rvaterways snake throngh the region. Chzirning
liqliid goliaths. dzey mnsk tlzeir silent histo y benenth a rolling stirfnce,
exposing tlrmrselves in a myriad of la& und marslirs. Tormtial rnins sue11
flre mernirial Itigllwzvs to seething nronsters of simmering rage, stentitig
theirfnc;trations on &r tenain, settling back once tlreir point is made. This
plnce is xater.
A n especially pertinent detail of place, due to the location of the

Universi5 Manitoba in relation to the Red River, is water. The Red
River enciscles the university on three sides, but is rarely seen from
the campus. Water is a prima^ element of landscape design. It has
been used by craftsmen for centuries, in a myriad of forms. Water has

figure 8: warer plays an integral rvle in
establkhing the characrer of the
reg ion (Meyer).

an element of chaos to it, falling and splashing in unpredictable ways,
rvhich is perhaps rvhat makes it so magnetic an attraction. Moving water
gives a sense of vibrancy, of Me, to a place. It affects touch, smell, and sight,

and infuses hot areas rvith a sense of coolness. The sound of ninning water
can be rejuvenating and c m mask out any unwanted background noises
whicih may internipt the rejuvenation quality of the space. Still water infuses

a space with a sense of calmness, serenity. A smooth surface of water wiil act

like a mirror, capturing and reflecting the changing sky and any nearby
features. Given the opportunity, people wiil frequently stare into stiU water in
times of introspection.

figue 9: sky reflecred in a m e framed river
(Thmen)

Thts- pkrce is people. A drorus of ailhrms, singing as one, rninbows of
residents make up the place. A patchwork of neighbourhoods buiId
sornething greuter than the wble, something more expressiue. Food, dance,
clothing, ianguages, endless facets to the gem. People who haoe imparted a
nch Izistory to tk ploce,footprints of buildings, ~ ~ t i n gpaintings;
s,
tangible legacies, symphoniesfor the senses. 7% place is people.

Landscapes also puise daily with human rhythms, affording
each time of day, week, or season, its own distinctive
temporal character. Lynch (19%: 158) indicates that " W d
Street on a Sunday is very different from Waii Street a t a

figure f O: ourdoor spaces are used exrensively when the
weatlier LF nice ( Gendmn)

weekday noon."
The natural environment is the key to the ephemeral character
of a place. It is the personality which either attracts or rebuffs
risitors and potential residents. These previous aspects are
just some of the qualites of the place, but they are distinct
quatities. They are the characteristics which stand out from
the others, the tools which shape the memories that visitors

make. Site design, regardless of location, should reveal these
qualities to users. Architecture lost under a hegemony of style
is stiil architecture, but a landscape reduced to a 'flatscape' is
in effect, a silencing of character of a place.

These ephemeral qualities of the place are not readily
apparent in the interior Landscape of the Fort Garry campus,
and need to be reasserted. One has to go to the perirneter of

the campus, the banks of the adjacent Red River, to get a sense
of the richness of the place. Celebrating the details makes

h u r e f 1: oreas change theirfkncrion depending on
the cvent or time of duy (Lynch)

places places special, and make them distinct in the eyes of the
participants. The role of nature, in the context of landscape, is to bring voice to the character of the place, to
celebrate it through art expression of the details tvhich are specific to it.

The Pan-American Games

Introduction
Unum arm virtzrtie rnztltonrm
"One with the strength of many"
This is the motto for the City of Winnipeg. It has also been selected as the therne for the
upcoming 1999 Pan Amencan Garnes, to which Winriipeg will play host. The University of
Manitoba's Fort Garry Campus, Western Canada's oldest post secondary academic
institution, will be the main site of the Pan h e r i c a n Games Athlete's Village. The Vdlage
wiU be home to over six thousand referees, judges, athletes, coaches, trainers and officiais for
14 days. Every possible amenity will be provided for the Village residents: eating, sleeping,

shopping, entertainment, tourist information, banking, communications, and socializing to
promote cultural exchange. The accompanying iconography of baruiers, flags, posters, and
videos will contribute the requisite layers of pageantry and celebration.

Security at the Village rvill be very high during the Pan-Arnerican Garnes; the residents W U
be restricted as to where they can circulate rvithin the campus by a 3 metre high diain h k

secunty fence. Tt is also assumed that any scheduled tours of the surrounding City of
W i p e g rvill be heavily chaperoned. In order to mentally prepare themselves for their
events, or even to escape from the expected high levels of pageantq, the athletes and
supporting staff should have outdoor spaces where they c m be secluded for a ferv hours.
ï h e Athlete's Village residents should have the opportunity for informa1 gatherings

outdoors, without being heaviiy supervised by security staif.

Athletes engage in 'mental practice' before their events. They run through the event in their
minds, reviewing ail of their moves, critiquing their performance. It is a type of meditation
integral to the performance. This meditation focuses the athlete's concentration, putting

them in a state of mind colloquially known as "the zone", where a l l other distractions are
tuned out and their attention is focused on the event and the performance. This can be very
trying for the athiete, and once the event is completed they are both mentally and physicdy
exhausted.

T,ypicaUy in many sporting events athletes have no place of sedusion where they c m prepare
for events in solitude away frorn the bIand confines of a dormitory room. Conversely, once
the event iç completed, the athlete should be allowed some personai time for reflection, away

from the hordes of spectators and media.

The Berlin and Helsinki Olympic Athlete's Vrllages ailowed the natural landscape of the
region to permeate the sites, which in tum could have provided outdoor refuges for the

visiting athletes. There were no media, no gazing crowds, no p r o b e sponsor
advertisernents, just simple housing facilities clustered into the natural landscape. This is the
precedent which should be established for the 1999 Pan-.4merican Garnes Athlete's Village.
The construction of an oasis, a garden with spaces for medialion and relaxation away from
the madding crowds where the athletes cari relax and socialize outdoors, experiencing the
delights of the place.

Precedents
nie Olympics have traditionaily been a very high profile gathering of international athletes
and officiais. Each country sends their best of the best athletes to compete in an atmosphere
of peace and friendship. It is the perception of the Olympics as somethirig greater than any
other sporting event, even as something special in the rvorld, coupled with a long and
distinguished sporting tradition that motivates the host countries to create venues and
accommodations which wiü leave a lasting impression in the minds of the athIetes and
dignitaries, as well aj the viewing public. ï h e host countries recognize the fact fhat when
history is written, the Olympic games are typicaily named after the country and ci? in which
they are staged. Should the games go poorly, as they did in 1Vunid.l in 1972, the host city will
bear that cross for decades to corne.

The enormous crowds of spectators and coupled with the international focus and legacy
prompts the host countries to produce venues which will be remembered for years to corne.
The venue designers must be keenly arvare that imparting a sense of place on the users and
spectators is cruciaI to establishg lasting mernories which establish the host city as unique

in al1 the rvorld. The foilowing Oiympic sites are some in whidi the designers were highly
successful in estabkhing the uniqueness of the region in which the games were hosted, and

also in creating an ease of navigation an orientation throughout the site.

Berlin 1936
The 1936 Olympic Garnes still stand out as one of the most notable on record. The
controversy surrounding participants, notabiy American Jesse Owens, and the incredible
design for the complex mark these games stili. The German designers had an incredible gift
for instilling a sense of place to the user through the ünking of culture and building, all tied
together with a simpte, but effective site design.

Laid out on a strong horizontal axis, the design of the Berlin Olympic complex reiied on
strong vertical elements to ovenvhelm the participants and attendees with a sense of
grandeur. The morstrous scale of the towers and Stone pylons, in conjunction with the broad
entry promenade, the rvide, massive stairs, the monumental scale of the buildings, ail were
intended to impress and intimidate visitors to the site. It was an exhibition of the increasing
Gerrnan power at the tirne.

In addition to this, around the sports
cornplex were statuary and relief

carvings glorifyh g Aryan a thletic you th.
Whde the statuary itself may not have

been significant, the calculated
placement of the objects in areas chosen
for their sigruficant focal interest \vas a
brilliant stroke of planning. As the users
traversed the site, they were confronted
with visual images of the German

culture at every tum,
literally.

The axial design of the
complex, with its
reliance on grand
figr~re12: Olympic Arena and ent y
phza, east-west axis (Gordon)

tennination points
and managed vistas,

may have appeared quite formai to the users; it was quite easy to navigate
because of these qualities. The crowds which surged through the complex
during the summer days u t i k e d the axes and especially the dramatic

vertical pylons which terminated them. as navigational points of
reference. These monstrous pylons provided an easy wayfmding system

enabüng the visitors to navigate from venue to venue quite easily.

&re

14: Olympic A m , northsouth amis ( G o r d d

figicre 23: site plan o f t l t ~
Reichssprtfeld, the 193b
Olympic sportitig cornplex in
Germany (Gordori)

figure 15: ent y featiires to the sports cornplex, excellent
m~gationalfentures(Gordon)

figilre 76: monumental s a l e of bel1 tower
(Gordon)

figure 2 7: bel1 t o m as teminution to the East- West axi. (Gordon)

The German organizers &O constructed a lavish
OLympic Viage for the attending athletes, one
hundred and sixty tiled roofed bungalows in the
lake district of nearby Doberïtz, just west of Berlin.
Clustered around a long, handsomely landscaped
commons, the German designers spctred no
expense in equipping the village with every
modem need and carefdly integrating the
architecture into the gentfy r o l h g site of iawns,
lakes, and birch groves. The designers were keenly
aware ofthe intimate comection of landscape and
place, and M y exploited it in the creation of this
athlete's village.

This village, uniike the one in Los Angeles in 1932,
rvas not intended as a temporary facility. It would

mire 18: site plart to the 1936 Athlete's Village (Gordon)

be used after the Games as a German officers

quarters, further incentive to plan the facility with
the greatest possible care.

figtm

19: Athlete's Village as mnstruded, sympathetic to the
existing landscnpefentttres (Gordon)

figure 20: Spica1 residmce building, integrated into the
existing lrtnàsazpe (Gordon)

Helsinki 1952

The Helsinki Olympics are notable, architecturaUy,
for their common vocabulary of forms and
materiah. This holistic attention to the design
created a "fresh" appeal to the architecture, and
strongly conhibuted in the creation of a unique
essence of place.
The architectural fonn of the tower was utilized
again in these Olympic games. Architect Yrjo

Lindegren designed a tower which, iîke Germany

figue22: Olympic stadium in Helsinki (Gordon)

in 1936, was a commanding presence and a readily

available object of orientation for the Olympic stadium site. The tower gives a vertical
tension to an otherwise horizontal arrangement, and firrniy establishes itseif in the area of
main Olympic activity.

figure 22: Lindegren's taver (Gordon)

Lindegren 's tower was also rrn excellent
ofientation dmice (Gordon)

The Oiympic viilage in Helsinki was &O quite spectacuiar. Like
the German village, it had been well integrated into the rolling
terrain of the region and careîüiiy integrated with the preexisting
roadway pattern. Notably, existing trees on the site were
preserved wherever possible, enabling a sense of matuiity in the
complex, rather than a "freshly constructed" immaturity. The
designers of the village, as with the 1936 Germany Olympics,
fully intended the facility to be utilired as permanent selfsustainhg residential quartes after the garnes, and kept this in
rnind when designing. This idea of reuse after the games is
apparent with in the carefui considerations the designers took
when laying out the complex and its amenities.

figure 21: 1952Arhlere's Viliage
(Gordon)

figure 25: the design of the Village required the retion of the
exist ing tmes (Gordon)

Tokyo 1964

By this point in tirne, the idea of using a tower in
Olympic site pizLnning had worked its way into the
realm of tradition and the Japanesehosts were not

exempt from ttiis tradition. Located at Komanza
Olympic park's north end was a beautifully
sculptured Control Tower, 76 metres tall, which was
slowly revealed to the visitor as the 92 metre wide
steps to the plaza were ascended. The tower was
designed in precast concrete and was a lineal
descendant of the tower at the Heisinki Olympics.
Unlike the previous towers, however, the Control
Tower was intentionally designed to reflect
tradi tional Japanese timber construction. The design
style, like previous Oiympic towers, instiils a strong
sense of place in users of the plaza, and when taken

in context with the sunounding plaza, is an excellent
refiection of Japanese culture. At night, the tower
was

figure 26: Komanrn Oiympic Park in Tokyo (Chrdonl

lit with blue and white lighting, becoming a

strong focal point in the night-time landscape.

Other dramatic elements of the Tokyo
Olympics, that cou1d almost be considered a
culturai cliché, were the giant scoreboards

and electronic timekeeping devices. The
main scoreboard at the Meiji Stadium was an

amazing 11.2 metres high, 35 metres Long,
and utilized 17,500 individual bulbs. These
electronic devices, which are so readily
associated with Japanese culture today,
produced a strong connection with d ttllngs
Japanese, and set the place apart from other
Olympic complexes.

fipire 27: the Control T o m , w n m t e cast to
simuiate wood construction (Gordon)

figure 28: architecural design is expressive of the ailture of a place (Gordon)

h o t h e r significant feature of the Tokyo games was the u n f a h g hospitality of the Japanese
hosts. Place is more than a collection of buildings within a landscape, place is aiso about

people. The friendliness of the Japanese hosts set h e m apart from other host cities, and
reinforced the idea of culture being tied to place

.

Mexico 1968

The ~MexicoOlympics set another precedent in Olympic
planning. In the congested Mexico City the sporting
venues were scattered throughout the metropoliç,
separated by as much as 10 kiiometres. In order to
facilitate the orientation and w a y h d i n g of the attendees,
officiais designated each venue route with a different
colour of banner which, in turn,were colour coded to
information maps. The overwhelming impression was of
a city in carnival (Gordon 1983: 99). Each venue was

designated by huge baiioons, or fibreghss figures that
whirnsicaiiy disthguished the different sports. Ail of the

signage on streetcomers and plazas, buses and

figure 29: banners lining the streets of Mexico City in
7968 (Gordon)

lampposts, kiosks and marquees, took the form of
graphic symbols which replaced the words in many Ianguages.

The decentrakation of these games had an unexpected benefit &o. The various existing
facilities throughout the city were put to maximum use and daiiy visitors were coaxed uito
the bustiing Yty fostering culhiral and social encounters on every level.

Munidi 1972

Munich was a prime example of a landscape d a m a t i o n project. The site was origindy an
abandoned airstrip approximately 5 kilometres from the centre of the city. Construction of
the complex began in 1968, and the 500 hectare site was basicaiiy featureless Save for a new
television tower, a skating rink, and some heaps of construction rubble at the southem end of
the site. In 1972 when the games opened, the area had been trawformed into a landscape of
h i k , hollows, water, paths, trees, meadows and lawns. The rubble on the site was

recontoured into a srnaii mountain, resodded and planted tvith trees, and native wildflowers.
At the base of this mountain, a Lake was created by damming a section of the
Nyrnphenburger Canal, which ran diagonaiiy across the site. Along the lakefront were the 3
p ~ c i p anew
l Olympic arenas, specifiîaiiy designed so that none of the stnictures dominated
the landscape. "An Olympic Games in the Green" was the design irnperative for the
Olympic site. Structures were designed to fit harmoniously into the landscape, rather than a
dramatic domination of it. Even the massive tensile roof structure tuas evocative of a

Cycling Stadium
Wann-Up Hall
Olympic Stadium
Sports Hal1
OIympic Pool
Restaurant/W Tower
Skating Rink
blittlerer Ring Road
Press Centre

figure 30: Munich's Olympic Park (Gordon)
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mountain image, or even a gant wave.
A landscaped plaza o c a m Northwest of the largest

structure, the new Olympic Stadium. As a central
g a t h e ~ spot,
g
the pIaza acts as the vertical structures did
in the previous games, providing a point of reference, an

area where the users c m oient themselves and sociaiize.
kIunich organizers also created a "Spielstrasse" or Play
Street where visitors had a chance to view perforrners on a
more intimate scale than the sporting venues. The tiny
stages and lighthearted performances on the Spielstrasse
tvere intended to offset the "heroic pathos" (Gordon 1983:
128) of the competitions in the main Olympic arenas. As

t\-ith the Tokyo Games in 1964, the Spielstrasse provided
risitors with a chance to experience the German culture on
a more intimate xale, and thus gain a better understanding

figure 31: the m m t e d landscape afirded the
opportunityjbr plenty ofsocialization (Gordon)

of the place through the people.

figure 32: areal view of the renmted Munich Olympic Park (Gordon)

figun 33: rented, 'offtksheif mmp~nmtsmtomized tu meute a distinct iàentityfor the 1984 01-CS (Del Zoppol

Los Angeles 1984

Los Angeles had hosted the Summer Olympic Games in 1932 There was a massive building

program then, leaving legacy facilities which codd be capitalized on for the 1984 Games.
Consequently, much of the construction for these Carnes took the form of ternporaq
instailations, "Olympic cladding" if you wilI- The architects created an exhaustive
vocabulary for these temporary elernents, referring to them as a "kit of parts", which were
essentiaily off the sheif construction components, such as sonotubes and scaffolding, painted
in a dizzying array of colours. Keedy aware that these games would be widely televised, the

designers used vivid colours which caught the eye and stood out from the everyday urban
colours of asphalt and stone. Each venue site had a colour scheme within the presuibed
palette, relating to the specific sport, and when combined with the massive structures of

scaffolding, created a distinct presence within the city. The sporting fadities in Los Xngeles
were spread out oves the city, like Mexico in 1968, and the distinctive venue colours and

scaffolding towers provided easy navigation for spectators.

figure 34: temporay elements used to create a main street in the Athlete's Village (Del Zoppo)

The designers developed the theme of "urban
confetti" for the construction of the temporary
elements. This informed the choice of the vibrant
colours and also the seemingiy random placement
of the elements. This theme caphtred the festive
spirit of the Olympics, and was ciearly articulated
in the design. Like confetti, these elements could be
cleaned up after the Games were completed.

This ephemeral quaiity of the elernents was also

figure 35: customized ent y feat i ~ r e(Del Zoppo)

important in the establishment of 'place' for these
Olympics. The architects utilized every movie set construction shop in Hollywood for the
production of their kit of parts, a message which is completely appropriate for the setting of
the Games. Los Angeles can be

thought of as an ephemeral city
with movie sets being erected and

removed almost on a daily basis.
The majority of the Me within Los
Angeles transpires behind a wheel
or in a downtown office, a very
transient and temporary culture on
the whole.

Fgure36: anotherdistinct street in the Athlefe's Village
(Del Zoppo)

The use of temporary structures
and vibrant colour served the

Olympic villages especially weli. The campuses for the Universih of Southem California

and the University of Caiifomia-Los Angeles were
utilized as Viage sites. The temporary elements fit quite
well with the exterior environment of the campuses, and
served to create distinct spaces within each. Each village

had a "main street" and by utiiizing the elements in

conjunction with bartners, large plastic spheres and cubes
within the scaffolding and trays of aruiuals, the scale of
e a d i street was sufficiently reduced to that of a intirnate,

"village like" space. ï h e colours and festive dadding of
the elements also masked the fact that the Olympic

figure 37: &in link fmce clndding disquises
the secured perimeter (Del Zappa)
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villages were high s k t y areas. Without the decoration, they could have easily p w e d for

detention camps. The architects creatively applied the confetti theme to the perimeter
fencing of the Viages, utilizing fabnc brightly painted with random confetti elernents such
as stars, squares, circles and

triangles.

figure 38: the confetti theme applird ta thejence cladding, a
'ValleyCurtain' -1ike effecf (Del Zuppo)

n e planning of these OIympic games sites are very similar in theme, yet vary considerably in the detiils.
Designing for multiple cultures is d i f f i d t , and not entirely practical. The end result could translate ùito a
design which is not based on the ridrness of the resident culture of the place, but on the blandness of simple,
generic visual elernents, or visual nies. The key to a unique site design is to include enough easily
understood mes in a design which is celebrates the culture and people of the place. There is a distinct
cultural expression conveyed through each of these Olympic site designs. n e r e is no genencsm in any of
these venues, each exhibits the rich character of the host region. The sites impart a clear sense of hereness to
the user; convey the idea that these sites are a special place. Each of the sites balance the physical and
ephemeral details of the place, and convey these details to the users.

Most of the previous Olympic sites are set apart by dramatic vertical elements which are u s u d y present at
the main athletic venue, the stadium. While these towers vary from country to country, era to era, they aii
serve the same basic purpose within the coilected Olympic complexes: they are drarnatic vertical elements
punctuating an othenvise horizontal layout; ideal as reference points and c m also be strong cultural
indicators. When used in conjunction with a strong axial layout, as was the case in Germany in 1936, they
become even more effective as reference points. Indeed, the 1936 Berlin 01-ympics stand out as a haUmark of
good wayfinding because of its cornmitment to exaggerated architecture infused with the ideals of fascism.
There is also a great sense of pride and enthusiasm on the part of the host nation. Great efforts are made to
present the best qualities of the place; a celebration of cuIture and landscape. Each venue uses landscape to
heighten the richness of the place. Germany, Helstnki, and Los Angeles are perhaps the best exarnples of the
importance of landscape in conveying the character of the plaie. The athlete's villages, especially, are very
sympathetic to the natural landscape.

The University of Manitoba

University of Manitoba Regional Seth'ng
The University of Manitoba campus is situated on the extreme eastem end of the Aspen
Parkland region of the Western Boreal Forest,in the southem portion of the City of

W i p e g , Manitoba, Canada.

Tundra
Forest-Tundra
Boreal Forest-Tundra transition
Northem Coniferous Forest
Mixed Deciduous-Coniferous Forest
Deciduous Forest
Aspen Parkland
Prairie

figiirr 39: the Province of Manitoh, show»ig flulocation

of Winnipeg (Zolatzdeski)

University of Manitoba Urban Setting
The 277.22 hectare Fort Garry campus is located approximately 12 kiiometres south of
downtown Winnipeg. The Fort Garry campus has been in existence since 1877,making it the
oldest post-secondary institution in Western Canada. The main building development is
confined to approximately 66 hectares, approximately one quarter of the total property,
located towards the centre of the campus. It is bounded by Pembina Highway to the
Northwest; Sifton Road, which flows into Dysart Road to the North; Saunderson Street, the
dike road, on the Northeast; and Freedman Crescent to the South and Southeast. The
rernaining three-quarters of the property are occupied primarily by agriculturai research
fields, followed by athletic fields, and finally prîvate research institutions.
The main entrance to the campus is Chancellor Matheson Road, which nins east - west from
Pembina Highway, a major arterial roadway within the City of 1Vinnipeg. This is the
historic entrance to the campus and originaily the roadivay continued right through the
campus to the Administration Building, the significant landmark on the young campus'
grounds. This central spine is the major organizational eiement for the campus. Previous
masterplans for the grounds pay respect to this ais, and utiiize it as an ordering device.
Currently, Chancellor Matheson roadway is ûuncated by Frank Kennedy Centre and Max

Bell Arena at the intersection of University Crescent, the other primary entrance into the
campus from the city. It is important to note, however, that the buildings along this a i s are
stepped back, in order to maintain the visual connection to the Administration building.
The campus is easily accessible by car, bus, pedestrian, and bicycle traffic. The Fort Garry
campus is also a major circulation hub for the city transit, considering that the student
population is 23,000; the 3rd largest city in the province when classes are in session. The
campus has an extensive roadway system, but is hampered by inconsistent and sometimes
absent signage. Additionally, the roadway hierarchy is confusing, since it is frequently
unclear where some of the interior streets Iead to. Environmental mes, such as the historic
Chancellor Matheson Road-Administration Building axis, tree plantings, street names,
addresses and pedestrian pathways are not used effectively to help in orientation on the
campus.

The campus is a pedestrian environment, mainly by necessity. Major parking areas lie on the
perimeter of the campus and students waik to the interior to get to their respective classes,
sometimes housed in many separate buildings. There is a major pedestnan throughway
from U Lot parking, just to the west of Frank Kennedy Centre, to the hub of student life on
campus, the University of Manitoba Student's Union (LhlSU). Pedestrians frequently corne

into c o d c t with rnotorists dong this route and at other rvëtiking routes throughout the

campus. Additionally, street services such as Lighting and signage are designed to primady
accommodate circulation by automobile rather than by foot.

not to scale

Fgi~reM: the City of Winnipeg, showing the l m t i o n of the Fort G a r y G m p u s (Gendronj

There are also many open space areas within the campus. These areas are typicaiiy given to
passive activities; smail social gatherings or studying. There are some larger open spaces
which kquently accommodate more active rweational activities such as football. DuMg

the s p ~ and
g faU these open spaces function as exterior academic spaces for the University.

They also play roles as sigmficant visual spaces, like the Duckworth Quacirangle; as edges
and transition zones between other spaces and adjacent buildings, and as modifiers of the
rnicro-chate of the campus. Typicaiiy, however, these areas are mostly developed as hirfed
areas with the requisite token plantings, in keeping with the popular idea of what constitutes
the "proper" landscape for a post secondary institution. Litiie effort haç been made to take
advantage of the unique natural context which exists dong the adjacent riverbanks around

the campus.
The Fort Garry campus is situated on a flood plain wrapped by the historic Red River, with

some of the associated riparian vegetation still intact. The undeveloped riverbank is in sharp
contrast to the campus proper which has, for the most part, removed any indigenous
landscape material prior to the construction of the original campus buildings. This was, it
could be said, the style of the tirnes to cut back any existing natural vegetation and tame the
landscape under a blanket of turf. Over the years, however, efforts have been made to
reintroduce native vegetation to the campus intenor, as can be evidenced in areas such as
Carson Court, adjacent to the Bison Building.

Compounding the segregation of managed interior landscape and natural perimeter
vegetation was the construction of the dike road, Saunderson Street, after the 1950 flood. The
dike road was designed to provide an effective bamer from any floodwaters which might
threaten the campus interior. It serves a dual purpose of providing an effective physical
separation of the Eastern research fields and riverbanks from the rest of the campus. It
should be noted, however, that some of the best vistas on campus can be seen from this
elevated roadway.

Saunderson Street is part of a large circulation system which wraps the campus in a
perimeter road. This roadway primarily addresses the attached parking areas which are
situated dong its course. In this manner, the campus has a more inward focus, rather than
reaching out and embracing the natural environment which is literally on the doorstep.

Refer to Appendix 1.0 for a more complete history of the University of ,Manitoba Campus.
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The Pan-American Games at the
University of Manitoba

Introduction
The 2999 Pan-American Games wiU be held in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada during the
weeks of July24 to August 8. The Athlete's Village at the University of Manitoba's Fort
Garry Campus will begin operation on July 1,1999 and rvU continue until August 15,1999.

It is assumed that the University wili be closed to the public, and any necessary site
preparations will take place during this time. ï h e analysis of the campus and the study site

is based primarily on the prescribed building program which identifies the uses of each

building required by the Pan-Arnerican Games athletes, offiuals, and dignitaries who will be
using the site during the event. Another aspect rvhich must d s o be considered is that the
design must also accommodate the university population once the Games are completed.
Due to tirne constraints, some assumptions were made regarding the pedestrian circulation
patterns and where the athlete's wouid spend most of their free t h e , since a fuU survey
would not be possible. Empirical data, such as building uses, security fence alignment, and

perimeter cirdation were obtained from the Pan-Amerkm Games Opera tions Cornmittee.
The inclusion of pageantry elements for this study site is not an ovemding concem, at least
not to the extent of the 1988 Los Angeles 01ppics. The demonstration site is intended to be
informal, a place where cultural exchange Ca. take place bettveen participants without the

scnitinizhg eyes of the public or media. UMSU and the Duckworth Quadrangle rvill be
inundated with pageantry elements; W

U will be the International Centre,the service

centre for the athletes, and the Duckworth Quadrangle r d i be Pan-American Square, the site

of the nightly entertainment. It is anticipated that the media will have access to these areas
and that aU the nightly entertainment events will be televised.

"Sport wili be the catalyst, but education and cultural exchange will be the intent"
(PAG Bid Document 1994: 37).

Demonstration Site
The dernonstration site for the project is Curry Place, within the interior of the Fort Garry
campus. The demonstration site is anchored by University of Manitoba Student's Union

(UMSU)to the East, and the Max Bell Arena /Frank Kennedy Centre to the West. Max Bell
Arena and Frank Kennedy Centre have been designated as athlete training centres (refer to
figure 55, building uses map).
Antiapated pedestrian circulation routes (refer to figure 51) were critical in the siting of the
dernonstration site. A direct w a k g route from L'MSU to the training centres has been cut
off by the current proposed alignment of the perimeter security fence, which mm northward
from the Northeastern corner of the Architecture building. The decision to locate the
demonstration area between UMSU and the training centres was based on the notion that the
athletes shouid have the opportunit).. to walk to and from the training centres to M S U and
the residences without having to be shuttled en masse from the main gate or chaperoned by

a security detaii. A pathw-ay seems a natural comection betrveen these two venues. Since
the site is outside the proposed security fence alignment, a realignrnent of the fence is

necessary in order to accomodate the site. This now creates a significant open space within
the Village, one which does not have a prescnbed purpose. This informal open area c m be
developed as an outdoor refuge for the athletes, where they c m talk and reIax without the
scrutinking eyes of the media or the public (refer to figure 41 for the location of the
demonstration site).

The perirneter building masses define the study site quite clearly. Most of the perimeter
buildings address the shidy site; their main entrances front ont0 it. Architecture II, with its
main entrance on the opposite side to the site; UMSU with its main entrance fronting ont0

Chancellor's Circle are the exceptions. The Bison building has its main entrances slightly
recessed from the study site and front ont0 the adjoining courtyard, Carson Court.
Contained within the study site is the historic east-west axis, extending from Chanceilor
Matheson Road to the Administration Building. This is the axis around which the original
layout for the University of Manitoba, at that time the Manitoba Agricultural College,
evolved. Max Bell Centre and the University of Manitoba Student's Union (UMSU) have
been designed with their building masses set back from this axis so that the sight h e s to the
Administration Building from Chancellor Matheson Road WU not be obstructed.
A roadway slices through the centre of the site, on axis with the Chancellor Matheson-

Refer to Appendix 2 for a Iisting of regionaiiy occurring vegetation species.
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Administration Building axis. It is not dear as to whether the roadway is actuaiiy C

v

Place, or if it is a part of a larger outdoor space which has been designated Curry Place.
Regardless, the roadway cunently contains 17 metred parking spaces, and leads to oniy one
destination. V-Lot to the Northeast. As a circulation space it is quite confusing, since it
implies that it leads somewhere. but oniy deadends in a parking lot. The roadway effectively
divides the space into 2 segments, one with a perceived propnetorship of the Architecture
and Architechire II buildings, the other to that of the Education building.

The Chancellor mathe es on-Administration Building axis is &O a aitical desire iine from

Fgure 42: University of Manitoba, showing demotutration site
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UMXJto Max Bell and F a n k Kennedy since this is the most direct route between the

buildings- During the months of Çeptember to Aprii, when

are in session. this is a

heavily tratficked pedestrian area. Pedestrws are regulated to the adjacent sidewalks,
however, and primary circulation on the adjacent madway is given to the automobile. This
does not mean, however, that conflicts between pedes trians and motorists do no t occur.
This area was an obvious choice for the dernonstration site, due primariiy to it's historic
importance as part of the Chanceilor Matheson-Administration Bdding axis and its utility
as a primary pedestrian throughway for both the Pan-American Games and the University of
Manitoba. The Chancellor Matheson-Administration Building axis has been a primary
organizational device for previous campus plans, including the Olmsted brothers, Stoughton.
and Mudry and Stovel. The construction of W S U respected the importance of this axis and

the importance of the visuai c o ~ e c t i o nto the Administration Building. The building codes
of the University now require that any new construction not obscure this critical sight line.
The historic Chancellor Matheson-Administration Building axis was ongindly defined by
American elms and each tree corresponded to a lallen World War II soldier from Manitoba,

hence the narne "Mernorial Avenue of the Elms". Over time, however, some of the e h s have
been removed or transplanted, other material haç been planted either adjacent to Gr

surrounding the e h in places, g r a d u d y eroding the character of the Avenue and
subsequently its import. Subsequent tree plantings have been spaced at different intervals
than the original elms; t ~ e especies restrictions on planiing American elms within the

Province of Manitoba have resulted in a mixture ofdeciduous tree species being planted in
their stead. RecentIy however, with the control of d u t h e h disease, planting of these
historic trees is once again perxütted in Manitoba presenting the opportunity to reinforce the
visual and historic importance of this axis, and subseqently the character ofthe University of
Manitoba.

THE UNIVERSrPl OF MANITOBA
FORT GARRY CAMPUS
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Existing Vegetotion on the Campus
Overail, the University of Manitoba campus is inundated with turfed areas, akin to the
pastoral style of landscape design so prevalent in academic campus planning d u ~ the
g tum

of the century. The pre-World War 1plan of 1915 for the University, then the Manitoba
Agricultural College was patterned &ter a typical American coiiegiate plan, with Little to no
consideration with regards to the distinct qualities of the region.

There is evidence of an effort to introduce native tree and sfinib species in the landscape of
the University of Manitoba Campus. Vegetation maps of the campus dating back to 2976
indicate a large amount of native tree species planting, aibeit in somewhat of an ad-hoc
arrangement. The more recent construction on the campus utilize more ornamental tree and
shrub species in the landscape design. A good example can be found in former campus
landscape architect Dennis Wilkinson's designs for Carson Court, adjacent to the Bison
Building, and Bowles Court, adjacent to University Coilege. These spaces are very serene,
and use indigenous plant materials in their construction.

Perhaps the most notable planting scheme on the campus is the historie Memorial Avenue of
the Elms, which demarcates the Chancellor bfatheson-Administration Building axis. While
the Avenue of the Elms k much more distinguishable d o n g Chancellor Matheson Road, it is
not as obvious once inside the campus. The Avenue is transformed into a roadrvay with
adjacent metred parking spaces which represent its presence within the study site.

C W e the existing vegetation on the site is in good shape, a long range landscape design

ethic which unifies the overali plmting scheme of the campus, and emphasize indigenous

plant materials, would be more effective in expressing the distinct character of the place.

Existing Topography:
There are relatively smal changes in the topography within the study site, which is ais0
typical of the immediate surroundhg topography. The grade change is no more 1.5 to 2
metres at most. The maximum N e in the terrain of the demonstration site is approximately
3 5 metres, occuning adjacent to the Southwest end of the Education building. Carson
Court, adjacent to the Bison Building, contains gently sloping berms, rishg to approximately
a metre in height, and effectivelycontaining the space.

The Architecture II building contains

a srnail depressed courtyard space, approximately 3 metres deep, on the North side of the

building. This courtyard, horvever, is no longer in use.

figure 43: view of s t i d y sitefrom east end of Ctmy Phce, looking west

ligrtre 44: view of st~uiysitefiont West entrance of

Education Building

figure 45: open area muth of Architecture II building, lookmrg southeast

figure 46: open a r a south of Architecture II building, looking s o n t h i ï t

figure 47: o i e of
~ s b d y sitefrom east entrance to Frank Kennedy Centre

figure 48: open space between Mnr Bell Centre and Frank Kennedy Centre,lwking east

figure 49: open sprce b e t w m Max Bell Cmtre and Frank Kennedy Centre, looking west

f p r e 50: looking enst dong historic aris,from Frank
Kennedy Centre
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SecurÏty During the Pan American Gomes
An international event of such a large scope as these Pan-American Games necessitates
strong security measures and precautions. The Athiete's ViUage will be heavily policed, and
the entire perimeter wiU be contained within a 2 4 - 3.0 metre high perimeter chain Link

security fence. The Operations Cornmitee has determined that the security fence wiil be
unbroken save for entries for the athletes, village services, medicai transportation, and
viiiage officiais. As of fhis writing, the existing alignment of the security f a c e prohibits the
athletes from waiking directly to Frank Kennedy Centre or ~MauBell Arena.

The campus security office will double as the office for the Pan-knerican Games security
staff. As of this wrihng, the only access for visitors to the Ahlete's V i a g e wiU be through
the John A. Russell building (Architecture) which wiii also be the Mayor's Office and Games
Headquarters for the duration of the Games. This wiil be the most heaviiy policed area
during the duration of the games. It is assumed that there will be sateiiite security venues
located at the other Village entries.

n addition to
The entries to the Athlete's Viiiage wiii also be high security checkpoints. i
security guards at each gate, there will be police officers with police dogs to deter entry to the
Village by non-accredited personnel. Each entry wiil also be equipped with alarms, walk
through metal detectors as well as hand-held ones. There will d s o be a secured loading area
for those athletes who must travel to their respective venues by van or bus. The
Organization Comrnittee has not indicated the location of this loading area, but it is assumed
it wiii be located within close proximity to the prinapal Viage e n . Additionally, the

V i a g e WUbe inspected by security personnel each day.
The proposed alignment of the secunty fence prohibits the athletes from walking directly to
the Frank Kennedy practice facilities. In order to get to the practice facilities, the athletes
must leave through the principal entry at the intersection of MacLean Crescent and Dafoe
Road. The Organizing Comrnittee has specified that any athlete outside the secure zone
must have a secunty escort, rvhich would mean a barrage of shuttles would be required to
access a building which is only a few metres from the secure area of the Athietes Viage.

Refer to figure 51 (anficipafed ciradation) for the prescribed alignment of the security fence and locations of entries for
the Athlete's Village, as proposed by the Pan-Amencan Cames Operations Cornmittee.

Predicted Circulation During the Pan-American Games
Extemal circulation for both athletes and officials, as of the time of this writing, wiii occur
primarily by bus. Automobile circulation by non-accredited personnel wiil not be allowed
within the confines of the Athlete's Village; however the Operations Conunittee has
speculated on requiring visitors to the campus sporting venues to park within the nearby
Southwood M d parking lot and be shuttled en masse to the campus. The vehicle parking
areas adjacent to the venue sites on campus tviil presumably be occupied by media services
vehicles. Support service vehicles have a prescribed route within the Village confines for the
purposes of retrieving waste and depositing supplies. lntemal circulation for athletes and
officials within the Fort Garry campus will take the form of chauffeured electric carts- It is
assumed that within the secured perimeter athletes and visitors wilI be able to walk around
unescorted.

\trithin the secured perirneter the focus of indoor social activities will be within the

Cniversity of Manitoba Student's Union (UblSU) and it consequently can be assumed that
this facility will be the main circulation hub for the Village. Nightly presentations are

scheduied in the Duckworth Quadrangle, which is d s o adjacent to the main entry into the
Athlete's Vidage, and it is aiso safe to assume that pedestrian traffic to both these
destinations W U be fairly high when activities are in progress.
During the Pan American Games, there d l be one main entrance into the Athlete's Village

for the athletes, just southwest of Tache Hall residence at the intersection of MacLean
Crescent and Dafoe Road. Cumently, there are no plans caiiing for the creation of a formal
entry at this point. Dignitaries and VIPs wiii be d o w e d entrance through the John A.
Russell building (Architecture). This wiil be the only access to the village for accredited nonteam members.
The athlete's entry will be a natural focal point, c a h g for a strong sense of entry, of crosshg
a threshold from the outside to the inside. It is the point at which the athletes will diçembark

hom their buses and enter into the grounds of their new homes for the next two weeks- It
should be visuaiiy distinct from the other entries, dominant even. It should clearly indicate
that it is the main entry to use if one desires to enter the Village.

-

AN ENDOWMENT OF SPIRIT
r Irndscr~caeslqw f o r
t n t Pan A i r r t c m 6-5
rtnlete's village rt t~
unlversl ty o f u n l t o b r

figure 51: circrdation di1ring the Pan-Arnerican Games
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Orientation
Athlete's frorn forty-two nations wiilbe attending the 1999 Pan-Arnerican Games. Very ferv
of them will be farniiiar with CAnadian culture, and none of them wiii be familiar with the
site of the Athlete's Viage. .ksi the participants circulate through the Viage, the
organization of the site's major faciiities must be revealed and comprehended within a very
short period of tirne, making the athletes cornfortable as quickiy as possible thus enabling
full concentration on their respective events. For this reason it is especialiy important that

the site have a dear layout ailowing an easy orientation and circuiation on the part of the

Architecture, like any language, is composed of a system of conventions or codes, and visuai
cues which convey meaning to the vierver. in any speufic context, the meaning attributed to
the built environment is not solely dependent upon its shape, size, or pragmantic function;
rather the desgin and layout of buildings and landscapes may comprise a set of visual cues

-

rvhich are cuturally specific (Lawrence 1987: 57). When people enter a new district or a new
building for the fist tirne, they do so in an exploratory mode. They proceed cautiously,
searching for these visual cues as they go (Deasy 1974: 34).
Typically, the user looks for cues which are related to the
cognitive maps have been built up during his or her
iifetime. These place 'vocabularies' that are gathered

7- --

through experience serve to inform users about new places,
and act as a set of prernises giving a general idea rvhat to

expect from the place. These cues, of course, are based on a

/

v L

"

specific culture. The points of departure would have to be
releamed as the observer navigated and experienced a nerv
pIate and culture. Orientation is thus a matter of both

m i r e 52: directional s i p g e m u t
be properfy onented f i t is
fo be usefil f Deasy)

physical elements and sociocultural d e s . 'Lostness'
rnay result from inadequate or wrong information or
because a given element is netv and has not been fitted
into the vocuabulary- or because it is at odds with the
existîng schemata (Rapoport 1977: 147).

Therefore, orientation essentiaiiy concerns three
questions - where one is, horv to get rvhere one is going,
how one knows that one has arrived. For this, one needs
to know one's location relative to the targer environment

and the nature of that environment (relationship among

figure 53: street actiPities can aid
users in orientation
thrortgh a district (LyncfrJ

elements, distances, dkections, paths, obstacles and barriers). Involved in this process are
recognition and noticeable differences, informational systems, perceptual accessibility, spatial
configuration and cognitive style, preferences and classification into desirable and
undesirable, the meaning, significance of elements, distances or barrien and their symbolic
importance and pathtaking - the paths taken given a choice (Rapoport 19m 142).
Cognitive maps, or vocabularies, of smali-scale and even medium-scaie environments are
acquired predominantly through direct experience. People have to move through and
interact with the environment in order to build cornpiete cognitive maps. ln a waik from one
place to another, knowledge is gained about the perceptual characteristics of the places.
Spatial relationshps between places and elements are also acquired when one moves from
one place to another. Routes behveen places are stored rnainly in the form of procedural
knowledge, that is, as decisions at choice points (Garling and Goiledge 1987: 212 - 213)Referential places, such as information booths, signs, maps, at choice points are more easily
recognized and remembered than those at nonchoice points. Activities are also important.
People onent themselves to activity centres - plazas in Latin American cities, shopping and
amusement streets in Japan, temples in South india - and use paths which lead to them.
These activities are reinforced by temporal orientation mes indicating penodicity and
rhythms (Rapoport 1977: 117). Other factors which make these choice places distinctive.
such as uniqueness in form, colour, and size, may also enhance acquisition of cognitive
models of the environment. (Garling and Goiledge 1987: 214). Generally people tend to

concentrate on unusual, unpredictable contours, sharp curves and corners, unusual or novel
elements, changes in states - any noticeable differences. People get los t in a desert or Arctic
i\-aste because they fail to recogruze crucial features and have no schematic notion of how
this visud information relates to the larger context.

Orientation can then be restated to be a process whereby individuals can reference
themselves in space and tirne and are abIe to predict and use the environment. Elernents
based on noticeable differences (subjectively defined to an extent), and related to
prominence, symbolisrn, meaning, use and so on are fiiied into some frax-neof reference
(Rapoport 19T7: 148).

V i 1lage entry gates

prescrlbed m t y fence allgrmmt
study s i t e

Significant Views within the Athlete's Village

IlII
O IO25

figure 54: sipifiutnt views within the Athlete's Villnge
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Significant Views wiihin fhe Ahlete's Village

Proposed Building Uses

- Athlete Training Centre
University Hall - Gymnastics,Judo & Wrestling
Frank Kennedy Centre - Athlete Traininq Centre
€va Clara Hall (Music) - Athlete Interviews
John A. Russell Building (Architecture) - Mayor's Office, Games HQ
Tache Hall - Medical Services
Campus Security - Vi 1lage Security
Tache Hall - Food Service, Accomodations
9. Duckworth Quadrangle - Protocol
10. Tier/Isbister Buildings - Mission Staff Offices
11. University College - Food Service,Accomodations
12. Universrty Centre - Food Services, Marketing, Entertainment, Banking
13. St. John's College - Accomodations
14. St. John's Colleae - Food Services
15. St. Paul's College - Food Service
16. Q-Lot - Temporary Accomodations
17. S t . Andrew's College - Accomodations
!. Max Bell Arena

2.
3.
4.
5.
7.
6.
8.

&ire 55: proposed building trses during the Pan-American Gamw
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A Spirit of Place

Weaving
Design often speaks of patterns, of interlaced elements. The urban context is tpica.üy referred to as 'fabric',
elements are constantlv being woven or unwoven. bveaving &O impiies an aspect of tirne, a notion that the
product develops over a period, and that it is necessary to employ careful effort to produce the Fial f o m .
Weaving also suggests that one thread does not convey the entire rneaning, but rather many threads are
required, acting in concert and manipulated by the designer's skded hands. This idea of weaving suggests
that ali design elements are interrelated and interdependent. Removal of one element weakens the carefuliy
and purposefully intenuoven; interlaced tapestry One thread k merely a structural element of the greater
whole.

In July of 1999 the Pan-.Amencan nations w d come together in t k - i i p e g to celebrate the art of sport. The
University of Manitoba's Fort Garry campus wdi seme as a home to many of the participating athletes. They
wili eat, drink, socialize, and celebrate in this Athlete's Viiiage. Cultural exchange and understanding have
been singled out as key mandates for the Garnes. niese Games wiii be clothed in excitement, and idused
with electric enthusiasm. The spirit of the place rviH also be iniused in the participants.

The project is intended to provide the international athietes and officiais an area where they can retreat to
r\+ithoutbeing confronted with the constant cmsh of the Pan-Arnerican Garnes activities. The site is designed
as a place of socialization, with areas for large gatherings mci s m d e r conversation groups. A true village
environment, rvhere visitors can sit and watch people go by, sample the cuisine of the area, listen to local
tales, and perhaps tell some of their orvn. A cornmon ground r\.here disparate cultures can come together in
cultural exchange and understanding.

The landscape is an expression of local culture. .A carefully managed Iandscape is an icon of civic pnde and a
hallmark of civic responsibility. Experiencing the natural landscape and al1 of its sensory delights wiil give
the participants a sense of the region and its uniqueness. The articulation of the landscape of the PanAmerican Garnes Athlete's Village should prornote exploration, so that the participants can seek out public
and private spaces that they can make their own, infusing the Village with a spirit of the Games. The
landscape envelops the participants, allowing a secluded common ground on which to interact, effectively

weaving together to create an Athlete's Village greater than the s u m of the parts.

Once the Games are completed, the ideas put iorth for the kndscape oi t h -4thlete's \z-ïage become a

r.eiucle for reaixoi-emg the spmt of the Fon G

q campus. T'ne landscape of the campus c o d à be rervoven

u t i h g the Aiidete's i'iliage iandscape as the precident threaa. -4 n a W iandscape, rvtuLi reveals the spint

d the place. char.gmg and evolvmg as it weaves its way through the campus creating a n c k r landscap
iabnc.

4lztsterpl~n.sior the Cm~-ersrtr~
of Mzxtoba camp*, notabi). Stoughton's and Mudrv-Sto\-e!'~.r e c o p z e the
mportance of the kstoric Chancellor .Matheson - Administrabon Builcimg axis. Each piwLîreats
man Street oi the campus, the mam

I?

as the

orgaruzmg device. The ma.? srreet S Cie tie LX-h&
bmds. I: mplies the

centra1 public sFaw oi a communin; a

key component- It rs aise t h e cornmon element w h i q wea\.es + z o ~ g h

i i e Xthiete's i ' d i t g e iandscape and the Lmversiv of Marutoba acaüemic campus. The m m Street 5 d a s

x p r , and strengixens t h e Chanceiior -Matheson - .ridmrnistratio-.!
Building axiç aroumi w.iuch the c z m p u ~
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created. it :\-:li oe the m m streec for the Abjete's L'aage. as ;spei!as û k campus once L!e games &-e

cornpietci

Weaving the Demonstration Site
The Pan-American Games Operations Cornmittee has indicated that no provisions, outside
of directional signage, have been made for landscaping the Athlete's ViUage. The
introduction of indigenous materiais in the design of the site would serve to aid in visually

unifying the campus landscape, as well as reinforcing the sense of place for ali the PanAmencan Games international participants.

Currently, the site is mostly turfgrass, with mixed planting of native and ornamental tree and
shmb species. The overail planting scheme is indicative of a typicai Beaux-Arts campus
landscape w h c h could be located anywhere, for ail intents and purposes. This is typical of
most post seconda.

acadernic institutions. A certain predictabfity about these landscapeç

has becorne endemic ~viththe image of what constitutes a proper university outdoor
en\-ironment. Richard Dober (1985: 185) States that,
''The greens have becorne metaphors for institutional presence; sometimes
even seeded, grown, planted and nurtured in environments hostile to theù
existence.... However, they are not a natural occurrence but a manufactured
conceit, so prevalent on American carnpuses that they are taken for granted."
Native vegetation aids in placing a site geographicaiiy. The native vegetation of an arid
ciimate, such as that found in Arizona, wiii not be confused with the native vegetation in a
more temperate climate, such as that of the interior of British Columbia. in order to irnpart a
unique sense of place to the international participants of the Pan-American Games, a new
precedent for the landscape of the Athlete's Village must be explored. It must be based on a
Iandscape which rvill be perceived as unique, and irnpart a sense of 'hereness' to the
participants so that thev understand they are living in a venue which is unique in North
America.

Weaving the riparian vegetation through the campus creates a 'superstructure' of
woodlands, more heavily planted with regionaiiy occurring tree and shrub species, unifying
the landscape and distinguishing it geographicaily and ecologicaiiy. The rvoodland areas
also function as connectors for the area wildlife; bring wildlife into the campus from the
woodlands dong the nearby Red River, accenting the uniqueness of the place. This weaving
also allows areas of meadows, or areas which are dominated prirnarily by native grasses and
rvildflowers. The dimensions of the contained spaces can be varied to create larger public
spaces or smailer, more intimate spaces. The planting density can be altered to aUow for
specific sightiines w i h the study site and campus beyond. If the view is significant or
dramatic, as in the 1936 B e r h Olympics, it c m be used as a visual cue for orientation, since
perspective -dependent information c m be retained in memory. Such perspective

transformations may be wd, even if they are non-continuous because of obxured sight
iines during navigation through an environment, to infer a current location relative to

previousl y occupied locations (Garling and Golledge 1987: 216).

Smaller areas enclosed by woodlands are usuaiiy perceived as serene, perhaps because of the
intimate scale and the way the sunlight works on, through, and around the surrounding
trees, fiitering through hem, casting moving shadorvs on walks and rvalis. Wind through
the leaves of the trees acts as white noise to mask out any background noises. These areas
provide a sanctuary, a refuge, a peaceful space for meditation. These types of spaces are a
contrast to grassy open areas, which aiiow for larger groups of people to gather and are thus
perceived as being more public in nature.

figitre 55: trers s@en the edges ofopen areas and act as trmrjitional scale elernentj ( L u r i e )

It is ako important to note that the weaving of the vegetation intersects tvith the existing

building pattern. Trees have a unique attribute in that they are relatively large, massive
elements when seen at a distance, yet on closer inspection they break down into a comected
system of branches, twigs, leaves, and buds. This quality makes trees an excellent scale
transition, being in scaIe rvith both people and large structures at the same tirne. Thus trees

planted around a large building may be thought of as a scale transition from the multiple
building complex to the individual; more comfortable scale, related to the user (Laurie 1986:

155).

It w o d d seem however, that in order for a reintroduction of native plant materials to be
successful and accepted in a campus context, some turfed areas are n e c e s s . Generally,
those areas within the study site which are currently perceived as open spaces for active
recreation, such as the open area immediately south of the Architecture building; and the
area immediately south of the Education building, have been retained as grassed areas (refer
to figure -). Areas such as the formal lawn of the Admuustration Building, which are used
for passive recreation, are quite weil suited for turf &o. The intent of the project is not to
eiîminate turfed areas completely. In some areas of the campus, turfed areas are the most
appropriate type of vegetation. The establishment of well designed mown areas for both
passitpeand active recreation as weii as hnctional use, adjacent to naturalized parcels irnpart

a sense design intent, and ultimately acceptance to a project of this nature. Spaces rvhich are
not conducive to active recreation, yet require unobstmcted views for security or visual
impact reasons, have been given over to meadoivs pIanted with indigenous peremial
species. These open areas become the visud punctuations to the landscape, the hidden
surprise views screened by the trees. The planting sdieme for the rneadorvs would consist of
planting a 10m x 10m area rvith a dominant indigneous perennial species. Each of these
different planting areas would then be arranged in a grid form. As the plants mature and
propagate, this grid would gradually break down, dissolve as the plants migrated. It would
be a sort of Living art. The meadorv planting scheme has been extended dorvn the boulevard
of Chancellor Mathesor? Road, along the periphery of the North and South boulevards,
ioreshadowing the open meadow spaces which occur rvithin the campus interior.
information signage is crucial for projects which involve introduction of native plant species
on a large scale site. Projects rvhich utiiize native plant materials are still relatively netv, and
in some cases may be regarded as a lapse in maintenance on the site. in the light of a high

profile event such as the Pan-knerican Games, this is not the message the design rvouId be
atternpting to convey. Information signage which explained the project and the processes at
rvork would help both participants and organizers better understand the natural processes
and also help explain the aesthetic which would be evolving on the site.
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The Woven Street
Main Street
LVoven into the ribbons of green is the main hardscape element in the design, the outdoor
street. A central social gathering space. the main street or central spine transforms itself as it
~vindsthrough the demonstration site, with large and smaii areaslocated along its lenght
d o w i n g different levels of interaction to take place. ï h î s participation makes the
community exceptional; giving it a sense of 'place'. The essence of 'place' within any
community manifest5 itself i
n public areas, most notably the street.
"Tne traditional use of the street as a social space, a meeting ground, defined the
rmportance of Main Street. ... Main Street has alrvays been the social heart of Canada,
the place rvhere people meet, greet, and celebrate..." (Holdsworth 2985: 4).
The traditional M a i n Street is a linear activity area, alive Luith the flow of people moving
through it. It is a cruciai component of a viilage, the connective tissue which links places
t\*ithinthe comrnunity, and as such it is the fundamental organizing element in the creation
of the Pan .imerican Games Athlete's Vfflage. The main Street is the heart of any community,
it is the mainstage for the human theatre. It is the place where most of the activity takes

place, it is the place which is most revealing about the culture of a place. Buildings teU the
story of how the community developed, sidewalks are theatres for the residents where they
both perform and observe. Every Main Street differs from region to region, yet each has the
same roie, that oi a Living history of the community.

It is &O important to note that whiie the University of Manitoba is being used as a viilage

ior the Pan--4merican G a r e s participants, the site is an academic institution. The Pan.*encan

Carnes are but a temporary use of the site and once îhey are gone it wiil become an

academic space once again. A focus on the creation of a landscape which wili immediately
serve the upcoming P a n - h e r i c a n Games and later the University of Manitoba Fort Garry
campus is required rvhen designing the landscape. Once the games are completed, the street
wiil become the central pedestrian mall for the Fort Garry campus, since it is situated along
one of the major pedestrian traffic routes during the months that classes are in session.

The main street connects the rooftop plaza of W

U to Frank Kennedy Cenhe. Frank

Kennedy wiu be the warm-up f a d i t y for the athletes and üMSU will be the main informai
gathering space for the athletes, since it contains aii of the support facilities the athletes
require. A c o ~ e c t i o nbetween these two locales seems only natural. The street is an
extension of the spatial configuration found within ZIMSU, that of a series of activity spaces
along a primary pedestrian thoroughfare. The basic layout consists of a main pathway,
which threads through the centre of the site, aiiowing the athletes a chance to walk to Frank
K e ~ e d Centre
y
instead of being shuttled en masse. Tertiary pathways lead to adjacent
faculty buildings and are pattemed on the existing pathuvays within the study site. The
tertiary pathways are intended more for use after the Cames haïe been completed.

A s with entnes to an area, there should be
notable starts and stops for any path system.
They Say, in effect, that one has arrived or left
and provide a terminus to the path. If they are

predominant, they can function as places to
meet, or reference points. UMSU forms the
Eastern anchor for the main street. The rooftop

of UMSU is currently an outdoor plaza and is
extensively used during the S u m e r months.
Building on this, the space has been retained as a
plaza with flexible seating rather than fixed.
Fixed linear seating makes it difficult for spontaneous social groups to form.
Flexible seating, such as folding chars, gives people a choice as to the
arrangement of social groups, whether large or small, sun or shade, near the
edge of the space or the centre. Choice is important to users in the
manipulation of spaces. People tend to adopt a nomal arrangement facing
each other whenever seating makes this possible.

The rooftop plaza also contains a staffed information kiosk, identical to the one
Iocated at the main entrance to the Athlete's Vidage. The first mle of
wayfinding is that nodung is as helpful as a knowledgeable human being who
has been assigned to assist strangers. An information centre or a trained
receptionist is more effective, and wiii be consulted by more people, than any
combination of direction signs and maps (Deasy 1974:35). The information
kiosks also act as orienting devices for the users in the outdoor environment.

They provide information not ordy on the site, but also on other events which

fiF,igure
61: Rl/ormntion lRosk modcl

will take place off the site. In addition, users can purdiase newspapers and magazines from
their home countries, in order to keep up on events at home. in addition to the information
kiosk, video terminais have been instailed on the plaza to broadcast events from other
venues around the province. News from the participant's home countries could be broadcast
to correspond with the broadcast time in the home countries. This would create a daily
gathering of athletes from the same country or region, a ritual of sorts, reinforcing the
mixture of cultures ruhich come together within the Village.

Plaza areas are generally locales of anticipated high traffic use, and thus choice locations for
directional signage. Properly oriented, directional maps can be veq- helpful. They should be
horizontal if possible, correctly oriented to the vieruer, and relate to obvious landmarks in the
vicinity. Signs remain the most versatile and widely used aids to rvayfùiding (Deasy 1974:
36). Directional signage for athletes and staff should be pictorial

50

it can be universally

understood.

The street itself also contains gathering areas similar to

the UMSU rooftop plaza. The main street is also wide

\

enough to accommodate activities along the peripherv,

wch as food vending, musicians, artists, or even mimes,
helping to reinforce the idea that the pathway is more

than a Linear expression, but rather a linked series of
acti\-ity areas. Diverse uses enliven the area and the

\

pathway, bring different people for difierent purposes,

and help to keep it alive. Activities along a movement
space, like the outdoor street, serve to emphasize the

fiSr~re62: the rnaiti street is roide ettougli to

llccomoriate pedestriaru and
~cf:vities

small places, and reinforce it overall as a place.

Xdditionally, the spirit, or character, of the site is also dependent on people who inhabit the
place. A landscape is as much a part of the people who inhabit the place, as they are
reflective of it. in vietv of the fact that security for these Games wiil be incredibly tight, the
opportunity to include local people wittun the village street shouid be capitalized on. The
numerous seating areas and the abundant width of the street allorv audience, perfonner, and
pedestrian traffic to mix relatively unirnpeded. Utiiizing street performers such as artists,
musicians, storyteiiers, or even food vendors, endows the street with an abundance of local
character.

Wherever people gather for social purposes, they constitute a potential audience. A n
audience inevitably attracts performen. Seating areas d o w for perfomers to be seen and
appreciated. Benches invite pedestrian presence by perrnitting rest,conversation, waiting for
a friend, passing t h e . Adjacent to the benches there are bollards fitted with electrical
outlets, so that users can plug in their laptop computers or portable electronic devices. Since
seating uses vary so greatly, the actual form of the seating also varies accordingly, from
benches with and without backs to steps, retaining w&,

fountain edges, and so on (Cooper-

hlarcus 19SS: 59).

The buildings rvithin the study site are situated off of the main
path oi the rnall, in most cases. The transition from the pathtsay
to the buildings has been developed as seating areas, so that the
main building entry

- or "front porch" - effect c m contribute to
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the idea of the outdoor street. The front porch constitutes a
* , - ,

critical transition space for casual meeting, socializing, eating,
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and study. The front porch should reflect a feeling of partial
enclosure, so that a person passing through senses a place of
transition, and so that a station-

Architecture II

user feels siightly apart from

nearby pedestrian or bicycle traffic. (Cooper-Marcus 1985: 55).

Each building has its ow-n seating/gathering area imrnediately
adjacent to the entrantes, reflective of the architecture of the

figure 63: a t p i c a l 'Jrottt porch' layotct

building, mived with street furniture elements from the site. By
shaping them as social gathering spaces, the presence of people
near the entrances rviii help to reinforce the visual importance of the entrance.

Unlke the original straight roadway of the existing Curry Place, the outdoor street is
cun-ilinear, gently winding through the site. ï h e curving pathway leads users off the axial
alignrnent of the Chancellor Matheson-Administration Building ais, and then srvoops back-

CoupIed with the subtle alteration of the topography on the study site, the curving pathway
is intended to instill a sense of mystery to the site, enticing users further into the site,
promoting strolling, exploration. A visually diverse site enables for a multitude of different
views. Radical alteration of the ground fonn has be avoided, since it would depart frorn the
overail regional character.

At the points where the street crosses the historic Chancellor Mat heson-Administration
building axis, circdar rest nodes have been created. Resting places are ringside seats for
people watching, eating, waiting, schrnoozing, or resting. The circular nodes have double

sided wooden benches dong the perimeter to faciiitate conversational groups. The benches
are designed without backs, so by Sitting facing outwards each user has a different view and
the outward focus has the reverse effect of dissuading conversation and thus users can be left
atone.
These circular rest nodes only occur where the main
pathway intersects with the Chancellor XlathesonAdministration Building axis, to reinforce the importance
of this axis in the development of the campus. These rest
spots are intended to provoke the user to question why

they are laid out in a single line and why it would be
important to do this. tnterpretive signage at the
beginning and end of the pathway would help the user
to decipher the importance of the node placement.
figure 65: icwd de& rest area o m tlw refircting p l

\Vater, a basic component of Iandscape architecture,
figures very prominently in the regional landscape. The region contains thousands of small
lakes, and is home to the 12th largest Iake in the world, Lake Winnipeg. A rectangular
reflecting pool at grade level has been created to reinforce the visual importance of the
historic mis. The pool also captures the images of the clouds passing overhead, serving to
heighten the feeling of vastness inherent in the prairies of Western Canada. The water also
provides a ready source of refreshment for birds and small mamrnals contained within the
woodland areas within the demonstration site.
Terminating the reflecting pool is a small raised
fountain. The fountain, located almost in the centre of
the dernonstration site, has been incorporateci as part of
a rest node, adding a focal element to the space and
giving it importance over the others. The sound of
falling or running water may also be reiied on to blot out
unwanted sounds and lend a vibrancy to the space
(Laurie 19%: 169). Dr. Cal Bottiril (19%), sports
psychologist at the University of Winnipeg, concun that
watet can have a relaxing effect, enhancing pleasant
outdoor environments and could be beneficial to the
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figure 66: uuter&ttrireas afocal tfement

The fountain space now becomes a na t u a l f m s for the study site, fuifilling the function of a
"town square". Just as the traditional village or smaii torvn had its common green or town
square, so each campus cornmunity seems to need a place for the "action" during the
daytime. (Cooper-Marcus 1985: 57). The square fulfils a sense of arrivai, it presupposes that
events of some sort occur there lending it an importance over other spaces. A central plaza
can abo be an important orienting device in socio-psychological and perceptual terms.

People ~ O C U Son activity areas when navigating through an environment, and in areas
rvithout distinctive Iandmarks, one feels disoriented, and lost. (Cooper-Marcus 1985: 59)

The importance of the historic Avenue of the Elrns is being constantly eroded
through the installation of plant materials which do not conform to the
original spacing or species of the original Avenue. Dut& Elm Disease further
threaterij to destroy the character of this space. Whiie replanting the Avenue
with elms wilI restore the configuration of the space, something further needs
to be done to reinforce the importance of the trees themselves. Trees which
are removed due to disease or extensive physical darnage have been replaced
rvith . h e r i c a n e h (Ulnzus anlericana) and have been encased in a metal tree
guard, to h hi ch a plaque has been affixed. The original stone monument is
located on the median of Chancellor Matheson Road, right at the intersection

of University Crescent and it rarely is examined. The plaques tell the s t o of~
the Avenue of the Elms and how it came into being, reasserting a piece of the
campus lustory

Jigtlre 67: ornarnerrtal tree griard for
efm trees alorig the Aornw of
the EInrs

In order to accommodate the displaced traffic resulting from the

conversion of Curry Place into a pedestrian mail, the existing
perpendicular street, Sydney Smith Street, has been extended to job
rvith T Lot parking. This, in turn, joins up with Dafoe Road,
aliowing traffic to loop through the campus interior rather than
terminate in a dead end parking lot. Parking in T Lot has been
retained, horvever only on the east side. This may necessitate
enlarging one or more of the nearby parking areas. Similar to the
circular seating areas, a tymdail stone paved area has been created
where the street crosses the Chancellor Matheson RoadAdministration Building a i s , also to draw attention to the historic
ais.

figure 68: Sydney Smith Street
extension to T Iot

Lighting is also an important streetscape element. Streetlights emphasize
the Linearity of pathways. The style of the Lighting within the study site
reflects the historical style of the original campus architecture. The original
Lights in front of the Administration Building serves as a point of departure
for the design of the lighting. Light standards are placed so that the main
gathering areas, pathways, and residence areas are weii-lit at night.

[n
P

areas rvhere high level streetlighting is not appropriate, lower level boiiard
Iighting also has aiso been utilized, for more dramatic iighting effects,

lighting objects such as building facades, trees and shrubs, sculpture,

fl
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u

style iighting is utilized to achieve a more intimate effect. Ground level

Jigitrr 63: typrcal ligItt standmi wth
iestive bariners a:!.zched

fountains, and pools.

The Western anchor for the street is Frank Kennedy Centre. This building has been
designated as a practice venue for the athletes, and it is anticipated that most of the activity
i~.illtake place rvithin its secured confines. The barren rooftop of Frank Kennedy Centre has
been transformed into a rooftop meadow with a series of pathways for strolling. X s area is
separate from the main demonstration site, and is thus enclosed by a separate, but similar
security. The rooftop meadow also overlooks the space contained by Frank Kennedy Centre
and Max Bell Arena, which has been tumed into a garden space. This garden c m be
contemplated l o o k t g from the rooftop of Frank Kennedy Centre, or entered into from Max
Bell .Arena provided the garden has been sufficiently secured first.
-A secondary terminus for the main street is located at the intersection of Chancellor

Matheson Road and University Crescent. This area is a point of visual confusion for most
iirst time users of the site, since it is not clear how one c m enter the campus from this point.
-A circular tyndalstone paving form marks the entry to a brick pathway which winds

upwards on a gradua1 incline towards the existing concrete waikway ajoining the rooftop
meadow of Frank Kennedy Centre. The original concrete walkrvay once led to a flight of
steps whidi one could mount to gain entry to the roof of Frank Kennedy Centre, and
subsequently the campus interior. The curving pathrvay becomes the visual indicator of
entry into the campus. It should be understood, however, that this entry in to the campus
rviil probably not be used extensively during the Pan-American Garnes. It wili have more
relevance once classes at the University of Manitoba resume in the Fall.
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Village Entries

The entries to the Athlete's Village are critical elernents of the design. They mark the
transition from the city into the campus, and subsequently into the Viage, as weli as into
buildings and local areas. They present a strong public image and are the prirnary
rvelcoming feature into both the campus and the Viage. The landacapes surrounding the
entries should be visually articulated so that once the user passes through the gatervay, there
rvill be no doubt that he or she has entered the campus. This would involve increasing the
planting near the entries, effectively blocking out any superfiuous views which d o not
reinforce the identity of the campus.
Building oq the Olympic tradition of including massive vertical elements in site design. the
principal gatervay to the Pan-American Games Athlete's Viage is designed to be a distinct
orientation device on the site. -4simple volumetric of a grain elevator. a comrnon Western
Canadian icon, this form was chosen primariiy for its drarnatic height. enabling it to be seen
from a great distance and strongly establishg its presence as the main e n t y point, a clear
and powerful indicator of a m v a l for the aihletes. The entry along the western edge of the

reaiigned security fence is similar in design to the main entry The scale of this entry has
been reduced, however, since it is not as visualiy important nor will it be required to
accommodate a loading or unloading area for buses and vans. The entry points are also
important locations for legible, well Lit campus maps and directional signs. and to this end,
an information kiosk has been estabiished m close proxirnity. The kiosk will provide both

i%itors and those departing rvith information. directions, or even advice in their joumey .
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site wonometric (after Pan-Amencan Games are completed)

Concluding Remarks
Green in every direction, so green in fact it's hard to believe that the whole
world isn't like thiç. It is Eden. The twenty mile clouds are cathedrals in the
sky, they dwarf the landscape and destroy any sense of scale. ï h e land
travels beyond the horizon, the vista is unending and the sunset Iasts for
days. The wind becomes an animal,bending the trees Like they were rubber.
This is the prairie, this is home.

It is anticipated that the 1999 Pan-American Games will receive an abundance of media exposure. Most
professional and high calibre amateur athietes have been elevated to celebrity status by a thriii seekuig

media, scrutinizuig their performances with a critica! eye- Demands are placed on the athlete not on&-to
excel in performance, but also to be and upstanding representative of his or her country or organization
when subjected to the media. Public relations has becorne a sigruficant part of athletic events, a very close
second to the event itself. The pressure to perform c m be enormous for these athletes. The toii that the
physical and mental strain exacts c m be debilitating if the athlete does not have a means of escape. This ever
increasing scrutùiy by the media should be balanced by opportunities to escape from the public eye, even for
a few moments. A retreat other than a Stark, cramped dormitory room, typicaily shared with other members
of the national team. Creating an oasis, a refuge, a garden of meditation on the Pan-American Games
Athlete's Village at the University of Manitoba's Fort Garry campus rviil aiiow the Games participants to
retreat and relax and be casual. Cultural exchange can take place on informa1 basis, without the pressure of
the spotlight. Secluded spaces allow for some solitude before an event, or some personal peace to reflect on
the outcome after it is over.

Hosting the Pan-AmericanGames also presents a great opportunity for the University of Manitoba, an
opportunity for a re-examination of the landscape of the Fort Garry campus. A creative design of the exterior
environment of the Athlete's Village on the Fort Garry campus is a diance to showcase the incredible
landscape of the campus' surroundings. The design of the Curry Md1, apart from being a demonstration site
on the Athlete's Village, is an opportunity for reintroducing native vegetation and indigenous building
materials into the campus landscape. It is the chance to embrace a new landscape precedent, once which
celebrates the place through the revelation of the naturai character of the site.

The 1999 Pan-American Games wiil leave the City of Winnipeg and the University of Manitoba with a Iegacy
of new buildings and mernories. Once the Pan-AmencanGames were complete, the University of Manitoba
would be Ieft with an outstanding legacy landscape. One that would have a strong association with the
event, much Like the architectural Iegacy that the Games promise. It is important that these legacies persist,
they are memory markers, part of the heritage of the community The landscape design for the Curry Mal1 is

a legacy project which can be woven into a landscape precedent for the UniversiS. of Manitoba. The

completion of the Games becornes a new beginning for the outdoor environment of the Fort Garry campus-

.4ppendix 1.0: A Kistory of the University of Manitoba
Appendix 2.0: Vegetation Speaes within the Aspen Pnrkland Region
Appendix 3.0: Climate Data

1.O: A Historv of the Universitv of Manitoba
One venue wili have a specid importance during the Garnes. It wiii be home to the visiting
athletes and coaches for the two week duration of the events. Here the visitors will eat,
sleep, socialize, and be exposed to the Canadian culture through a series of educational
programs. This wiii be the primary site for the athletes, a space where they can retreat to in
order to escape the pressures of cornpetition, a space where they can prepare themselves for
upcoming events, a space tvhere they can gather and relax with one another.
The University of Manitoba's Fort Garry campus wili be the main site for the Pan-American
Games Athletes Village. The oldest post-secondary institution in Western Canada, is has
undergone many evolutions throughout the Yeats and has acquired a rich history and the
potential for a strong landscape legacy.

Evolution of the Campus
Manitoba Aericultural Colleçre
During the period of American Beaux-Arts campus planning, another academic institution
was being created in Manitoba. The University of Manitoba rvas created out of the provincial
University Act on .4pril8, 1877. It's inception was brought about to prevent a conflict among
the three religious Colleges established earlier in Winnipeg (St. Boniface, St. John's, and
Manitoba College), and other denorninational coiIeges which rnight be established in the
future. The focus of the f l e d g h g University was to provide one standard for higher
education in the province of ~Manitoba.

In 2902, before the University of Manitoba had any semblance of a permanent location or
distinct physicd presence, Premier Roblin appointed a royal commission which
recommended that an Agricultural CoUege, "separate and distinct" from the University, be
established in Winnipeg.
ï h e ~Manitobagovemment originally founded the Manitoba Agricultural Coilege to provide

for education in the rapidiy expanding field of agriculture. Agricultural development, at the
tirne, was on the rise, and Winnipeg was poised to become a major trading hub on the world

grain market. Optirnism about the future was at a high.

ï h e Agricultural ColIege was originally Iocated on a site in the Tuxedo area in West

Winnipeg. Approximately forty seven hectares of land costing $15,000 were purchased along
the South bank of the Assiniboine River for the construction of the Agriculhtai Coilege in

1903. However, with inaeased requirements for farmland to conduct more research, the
college was forced to expand from it's Tuxedo site. The cost for acquiring the surrounding
land in the Tuxedo subdivision was prohibitably expensive, and the idea of an agricultural
college in the neighbourhood conflicted with the resident's plans to develop the district into
a distinct residentid m a within the aty. Thus the provincial government was forced to look

for another suitable site. 50, in 1911 the provinad government purchased approximately 277
hectares of land 12 kilometres south of the uty, in S t Vital, for the Agricultural College to
conduct field experiments. The site was situated along the West bank of the Red River, and is
now knorvn as the Fort Garry site for the University of Manitoba.
Originally this site rvas heavily wooded, with a mixture of Aspen, oak, and riverbottom plant
species. The significant vegetation present on the site had to be removed in order to
accommodate the agricultural experiments which were to take place. Frontier homesteading
patterns typically consisted of clearing the land of sigdicant vegetation in order to establish
shelter and agricultural fields, and then a gradual r e - s t r u c t u ~ gof the plant materials in a
pattern suit the new settlers, typicdy more functional than aesthetic. Manitoba rvas
primariiy an agricultural conununity, after ail.

For the design of the Agricultural College's campus the natural character of the site mattered

Little to the planners of the time. Samuel Hooper, and subsequently V. W. Horwood after
Hooper's demise, planned out the Fort Garry site of the College utilizing Beaux-Arts
planning principles which were then popular in America. The site for the university was
cleared to rnake room for the large educational faciLities and, of course, the Lawn. This
approach, "destroy and rebuild", would have signrficant impacts on the landscape
development of the University in the future.
W i i p e g had high expectations for the future durùig the period of construction of the
buildings on the Fort Garry campus, and the formal campus plan was intended to reflect
these high spirits. There was a tree lined boulevard, mernorial avenue of the elms frorn what
was then Jefferson Highway, now Pernbina Highway, to the steps and Corinthian columns of
the Administration Building, which was the f o w of the campus, and served to reinforce the
formal nature of the campus. The treed boulevard, reminiscent of the Long Walk at Yale,
established the main axis of the college plan, around which were sited the main buildings.

The major buildings on the campus were quite large and elegant, done in typical coiiegiate
gothic style (Ross 1978: n-p.), and were sited around two open quadrangles, one on each side
of the Administration Building. The grandiose scale of these campus buildings, set in
contrast io the virtudiy undeveloped countryside, provided a povverful image of a centre of
"higher leamuig" for the people of Manitoba.

Despite the overall attempt at instilling a sense of grandeur into the plan of the campus.
Hooper. rvho had no formal training in architecture, did not fully address the c h a t i c
influences of the region and the distinct character of the place when setting the campus
buildings Lito the rural parkland (Foster 1978: 15). The utilization of Beaux-Arts planning
principles in the original plan for the Agrimltural coilege was intended convey the grand
aesthetics and dignity befitting a post secondary institution at the era. Regionai qualities of
place could not interfere in this process.

Actual landscape development at the Coliege was limited, however. Apart from the tree

lined avenues. there were only some ornamental shrubs and perennial plantings as the
foreground for the buildings. Some attention was paid to the effects of the Manitoba dimate.

however, as is evidenced by the establishment of shelter beit plantings, but these could be
considered a consequence of the vemacular site development styles of prairie settiers. The
shelter belts were originaliy intended to buffer the winds blowhig across the vast amount of
open space on the campus.
The University of Manitoba
The University of Manitoba was established as a separate institution in 1877.6 years before

the Manitoba Agricultural College. The University was housed at different sites throughout
the city of W i p e g during the tirne of construction of the Agricultural CoUege.
Ln 1907, F.W. Heubach ofiered a 61 hectare site near Assiniboine park's south gate, not far

from the Tuxedo site of the Agricultural College. Construction of the ~gricuituralCollege
was flourishing at this time; the generous donation of land in proximity to

the C o k g e

prompted the University council in 1910 to approve pians for the development of this site as
the University's main campus.

Fgure 88: site pian for the T i e d o site of the University of Manitoba

The reloation of the Agricuitural Coiiege in 1911caused the University government to
reconsider the viability of the Tuxedo site. With the Agnculhiral coiiege moving some
distance away. the advantage of proumity that the site offered was lost The University at

this üme, however. was cornmitted to the Tuxedo site donated by Heubach. However, in
1913 the University Council accepted a government offer of 46 hectares of Land adjacent top

and jus t East of. the Agricultural Coilege on their new Fort Garry site. The Agricultural

CoiIege at this period of tirne had just finished construction of the Administration Building

and the d orrnitories now known as Tache
hall.

The onset of W.W.1 in 1924 caused a
ceasure in aU construction at the Fort

Garry site. New faculties recentiy
affiliated vvith the University had to be
housed in temporary quarten both within

the Fort Garry site and throughout the aty
of Winnipeg.
The Iapse in significant construction on the

m r e 89: a very forml kn&ape for the University, c. 1922 (Ross)

Fort Garry site d u ~ the
g War years was
sufficient enough reason for the govemment of Manitoba. under then premier Norris, to
agree to a University Council request to establish the Tuxedo site as the permanent location
for the University of Manitoba. The provincial governmen t subsequently approved a
substantial grant of S333.000.00 towards the construction of new buildings on this site.
However. John Bracken, who became premier of Manitoba in 1922. demanded that the issue

figure 90: the University of Manitoba, Fort Garry site, c. 192.3 (Ross)

of the permanent location for the University be reviewed. In 1923,9 years after the
construction of the Panama Canai and the end of Wuuùpeg's geogaphicai advantage as a
trading hub, a royal commission headed by Dr.Murray, then President of the University of
Saskatchewan, recommended that "for both educational and economic benefits the
University should join the Agricullural Coiiege at Fort G q . " (Foster 1978: 7). The
provincial govemment concurred, and in 1924 by an act of the legislature, the Agricultural
Coilege was transfomed into the Faculty of Agriculture and Home Economics as a part of
the University of Manitoba.

The University, subsequently, was sued by the developers of the Tuxedo site in 1924, for
failure to fuüill their obligations and develop the Tuxedo site (Foster 1978: 7, Ross 1978: n-p.).
The University fiinally settled the matter in 1930. and construction was begun on the Tier
building and the Bulier building on the Fort Garry site.

Li 1913, the same year that the Manitoba govemment offered the 46 hectares on the Fort
Garry site. the O h t e d brothers,

SON

of Landxape Architect Frederick Law Ohsted,

created a prelirninary campus plan for the university grounds. Their design was very formal

Fgtrre 91: Olmsted h t h m s plan for the m Uni~ersityof Manitoba, 1913 (Ross)

in it character, drawing heavily on Beaux-Arts innuences and utilizing a strong axial layout
for the main buildings, thus aeating a dear hierardiy of focai points for the campus. n i e
proximity of the University to the Agricdtural coilege lead the Olmsteds to attempt to tie the
two institutions together by using the existing Administration building as a point of
reference for the layout of the campus plan, and extendhg the main axis of the college h t o
their design scheme. Incorporating Hooper's similar use of the Administration building as
the main fococal point, the two campus plans rvould thus have a common focus and,
presumably, integrate better.

The main axis of the new University ran right through the Administration building and
followed the Mernorial Boulevard to the West. Cross axes bisected the quadrangles of the
proposed facility, in the area of the main buildings which, in tum, had sub-axes
perpendicularly bisecting those quadrangles. The layout of these new spaces was probably
intended to reflect the existing quadrangle layout of the Agricultural college.
The Ohsteds scherne differs £romHooper's by the way the building to space relationships
are handled. Hooper's design created buildings as separate objects, artifacts, overlooking a
common outdoor space, objects on a green plane, essentially. The Olmsted's plan, paying
particular attention to the regional c h a t e of Manitoba. linked the buildings together, so that
the amount of time spent outdoors during the winter months \vas kept to a minimum. The
Olmsted's design aLo included a tunnel system within the University, a foretelhg of what
rvas to corne. The plan was quite sympathetic to the \Vinter clirnate of Manitoba.

"The planning principles used by the Ohsteds illustrate more than a response to
ciimate, however, they also reflect an institution which was at that tirne somewhat of
a unique entity - a "place" quite separate from the city proper, and very much aimed
at furthering academic learning and ia-towledge." (Ross 1978: n-p.).
The Oimsted's scheme recognizes the intimate comection of place with region by
capitalizing on the opportunities afforded by the proximity of the site to the undisturbed
riverbank. ïhey integrated the formal aspects of the campus with the more irtformal aspects
of the river by including seveal boat docks, a scenic river drive, plenty of open space for
picnic areas, as well as sports fields. Reading from the plan, it is difficult to ascertain exactly
how the clearing of the area would take place, but it c m be assumed that the river wak/
drive would retain at least some natural vegetation, and not be cleared completely of natural
vegetation.

I t was during the mid 1900's that yet another plan for the development of the F OGany
~
campus was prepared. Professor A.A. Stoughton, professor and head of architecture at the
University of Manitoba created a proposal which was much more formal than previous ones,
and based even more strongly on Beaux-Arts planning styles than that of the Oimsteds.
S toughton's plan primariiy consisted of arranging dassical Beaux-Arts planning features

dong prirnary and secondary axes. Stoughton also respected the ciimate of Manitoba by
comecting the major buildings in his design with a series of covered coiornades, typical of
campus buildings at Harvard.
"Foliowing the Harvard mode1 of campus layout, Stoughton used building fonns to
create enclosed outdoor spaces which in turn, c o ~ e c t e dto larger, more forrnal
spaces." (Ross 1978: n-p.).
Stoughton's plan contained the strong axial character of the Oimsted's, using the
Administration building as the focal point also. The main axis for the University, as rvith the
Olmsted's plan, ran east-west through the Administration Building, with major buildings
arranged symmetncally around this axis, fronting ont0 a classic campus planning device, the
mall. According to Stoughton's plan, it would be Arts, Administration, the library,
Education, Law, and Commerce which would form the major components of this layout. The
prirnary cross axis, which ran parallel to the facade of the proposed new Administration

building, senred to anchor the faculties of Fine Arts and the Women's Coiiege, which had
about haIf the area as the other faculties.
Unfortunately, Stoughton's design, as weli as the Oimsteds, failed to take into account that
the area the University would be sited on was a floodplain, and was at a lower elevation than

that of the College. The flood of 1950 resulted in a ceasure of planning attempts for this area,
and the subsequent development of a dike road, Saunderson Street, just east of the Dafoe

library.
During the period of the second World War, the Fort Garry campus was used as a training
facility for the Canadian military. in order to accommodate the rnilitary needs, several
temporary buildings were constructed within the campus. The numerous "huts" were not
wetl sited with respect to any proposed or existing land use patterns within the campus,
being at the time only a temporary rneasure.
With the r e t m of the veterans folIowing W.W.11, enrollment at the University increased

dramaticaiiy and housing for students became a major concem. In response to this the

figure 92: Stoiighton's desigrifDr the University of Munitoba, c.2900 (Ross)

University constructed four "Veterans' Vidages", essentially groups of huts surroundhg a
larger centrai hut containing faaüties for washrooms and laundry The flood of 1950 brought
about a timely end to these housing types.

The University, seriously unprepared for the damatic infiux of students following the war,
utilired the temporary facilities constructed during the war as classroom space. Students
were cramped into the temporary w a r - t k e buildings (the "huts"), even though these
faulities were U-suited for lechire halls. Arts and Sciences actually used the Bison Gardens
[Hut "Dl for lectures und 1951. From these conditions of N i n g enrollments and
inadequate facilities came the realization that a more comprehensive long ranging plan was
needed to guide and shape the development of the exterior environment of the University of
Manitoba.

The war years also brought in a new change to the land use system of the University,
generated by the influence of the automobile. The rising predominance of the automobile,
coupled with the distance of the Fort Garry site from the young city of Winnipeg, initiated
the need for an organized vehicular circulation system on the campus. Subsequent planning
proposals responded to this need with the creation of a ring road system around the campus
perimeter. In conjunction with the road system, major parking facilities would be located
outside of the loop. This concept was implemented during the mid 1950's. however parking
tvas permitted rvithin the loop. A strong access road and bus route directly to the
Administration Building kvas retained as the formal approach to the University. Previous
development plans for the Campus had &O included a circulation systern around the
perimeter, perhaps anticipating the predominance of the auto.
"Planners of the post-war years would have welcomed the acceptance of a strong,
ordered long-range rnaster plan for the development of the Fort G a r y campus. It
would seem, however, that even with the severe problem of overcrowding, neither
the money nor the administrative structure was available for the initiation of a largescale. cornprehensive building program. Even the damage caused by the Great
FIood of 1950 did not initiate any significant construction (or dernolition)." (ROSS
1978: n-p.).

The growth in student population and the sporadic, almost haphazard construction of
facilities on the Fort Garry campus brought about a realization within the University
administration that some direction for future planning and construction was necessq- in

1958, the Campus Design and Planning Cornmittee was formed with the mandate to develop
a master plan for the Campus. Three main issues were outlined for the development of the
master plan: unordered development; increased automobile haffic; urban/niral conflicts.

Figure 93: Mudry-Stml pknfir tk University of Manitoba. c. 1960 (Ross)

During 1959- 1960 AJ Mudry and J.C.
Stovel prepared yet another master plan for the
development of the Fort Garry Campus. Their plan, much like Stoughton's, foilowed the

Harvard modei of organkation, proposing deveiopment of buildings endosing open
quadrangles, aU centred around 2 main f
d points and outdoor mails. Their major
recommendations induded:
-simplification and strengthening of the ring road system with major automobile parking
to be located outside the ring.
development of Matheson Drive [now Chancellor Matheson] as a formal, symbolic maii
linking the Administration Building to the proposed Convocation Hall [Frank Kennedy?]
regional groupings/dusters of buildings (by reiated disciplines) arranged around
outdoor quadrangles which are in tum c o ~ e c t e d
by pedestrian circulation routes to the
central maii
residential deveiopment dong riverbanks outside the ring road

recognition of the growing importance of the campus within the community. (Ross 1978:

-

n-p.)

figure94 : m&l

of the Mudry-Stowl design showing building W n g (Ross)

The Mudry-Stovel plan adopted the concept of a completeiy pedestrian environment whkh
wodd restria the rnajority of automobile traffic and parking to the periphery of the campus.
The plan did not resolve the inadequacies of such a systern for winter use in Manitoba's

climate, nor did it deal in any depth with the stmcturing of the vast amount of open space
resuiting form such an organization of buildings. Findy, the master pian did not appear to

strengthen the relationship between the University and the community. The M g road
concept, in fact, reinforced the image of the University as an institution quite separate frorn
the comniunity. The inward focus of the buildings in the Mudry-Stovel plan served to
further isolate the campus rather than it reaching out into the community.
At the time the Mudry4tovel plan was prepared, the University of Manitoba had housed
vanous schoob in different locations throughout the aty. The plan that Mudry-Stovel
presented retained this idea of autonomy for the different fadties, by arranging thern îike

smali comunities, neighbourhoods within the campus. Each ciuster of buildings was,
however, expected to contribute to an overail image of placefor the University, an
agglomeration designed to be p a t e r than the nim of its parts. This organisation of schools

like Colkges is derived from the early Arnerican tradition of campus organisation, much like
Harvard or Yale or even Jefferson's original idea of an "Academic Vîilage" for the University

of Virginia.

In 1961, Hideo Sasaki was hired to review the Mudry-Stovel plan. Sasaki approved of the
quadrangle organisation of the plan, but recommended the buildings be interconnecteci for
better respowe to the winter dimate. Sasaki also stresseci the need for a long ranging master
plan. in order to reinforce the goab and objectives set forth in the Mudry Stovel plan. Sasaki
put forth the idea of e s t a b l i s h g an overail landscape "superstnichire", using deciduous
canopy trees planted in formal rows d o n g both sides of the roads and walkways, as weii as
utilizing evergreen plantings to s a e e n areas such as parking and service areas, provide
windbreaks, define spaces and reduce winter barremess. Sasaki, much to his credit, was
also very sensitive to the climate of the area and the seasonal differences. He also
recommended a landscape "sub-structure" utilizing Ioose and informal plantings of
ornamental trees and shrubs to add colour and accent in the University's developing park
like setting.
Sasaki did point out a major weakness in the Mudry Stovel plan by identifying the lack of
prograrnming for future needs. in Sasaki's opinion,without a reliable assessment of possible
space requirenients, Mudry and Stovel could not ensure that the proposed "order" of their
scheme would materialize (Ross 1978: n.p.). Sasaki ais0 identified a lack of available space
for potential horizontal expansion in future years. He recommended that the University
terminate it's lease options with the Federal and Provincial govemments, and make
provisions to acquire future property.

Ln 1963 the University contracted the services of landscape architect Dennis Wilkirison to
initiate the landscape recommendations brought up by Sasaki. However, as Ross (1978)
notes, W i s o n ' s focus kvas on providing outdoor social conversation spaces, scattered
throughout the campus, in order to promote more use of the languishg exterior
environment. These outdoor spaces were to have been related to the adjacent faculties, and
attempted provide a stronger sense of "place" to the adjacent faculty buildings on the
campus. Unfortunately, the amount of open space Ieft over from the construction of the
buildings on campus was too large and awkward for Willcinson's ideas to be f d y
Unplemented. They served, iwtead, to reinforce the inoeasingly fractured nature of the
campus and estabiish the notion of the campus as a collection of individuai buildings, a
notion which still persists today.

Willunson, whose focus was primariiy on form over functionality in design, did not M y
address Sasaki's concerns for the regional dimate. Outdoor spaces can only be used for a
short t h e during the academic year before cool weather makes outdoor activities
prohibitive. Spaces outdoors have their greatest impact in the Spring and Summer monihs,

when classes are not in session, and the pedestrian haoic on the campus is at a comparative
lotv.

In the 1960's. campus e n r o b e n t again increased rapidly. Subsequently a new building
program was initiated to meet the demand for space. While much of the new building
followed the Mudry-Stovel plan in regards to general location and organization, many of the
new buildings were treated as monuments in a park-iike setting, with Little effort given to

any sort of o v e r d order. Siorvly, the pastoral aesthetic of the campus' exterior environment
was being altered by this new construction. The new buildings, according to Ross (1978). did
Little to shape or define the outdoor spaces in a rnanner which would contribute to a unriying
strategy for the campus. The whole was stiil less than the s m o f the parts. By the end of

this period of construction, the University of Manitoba had lost much of it's early pastoral
quality, and resembled more of a collection of buildings set on a green plane, lacking any
distinctive diaracter. The construction of the School of Architecture building cemented the
idea that the buildings which cornprised the University of Manitoba were nothing more than
individual artifacts, contributing LittIe to a hoiistic statement of place on the campus. This
reinforced the notion of "buildings as isolated pavilions in a rural parkland." (Allsopp 1971:
7, Foster 1978: 51).

The University in the late 196ûfs Iacked a social focus, something which could bring together
the individual faculties. Out of this need came the idea for University Centre, a building

which was intended to unite the campus both physically and socialiy. Ross (1978) notes that
University Centre was important for a number of reasons, most irnportantly was that it used
landscape as an important comportent of building development, the building contributed to

the outdoor environment, rather than just being placed on it. it was also important for the
fact that it did what it was designed to do, become a central focus for "life" and activity on
the campus. The idea of what constituted education was changing in the late 1960's. and
subsequently so was the role of the University. Rather than a p!ace removed from society,
I

irnposing a strict, ngid e d u c a t i o d discipline on students, the University was becoming a
place where sotiai contact and personal development coulci be fostered, and thus
contributing to a more weii rounded education. University Centre was a focal point in

refiecting this change and exhibiting the potential Uiat physical forms of buildings, as weli as
integrated landxaping, could have in stirnulating leaming and thus contributing to this

changing idea of education.

This shift in the idea of what defined educatim brought about the need for a re-examination
of old master plans for the campus, in order to determine to what extent they fit into the
University's changing role. In 1971 Robert Ahopp, then head of the University's Campus

Planning Office, presented An Ozitline of Physicnl Plnnning Pruposalsfor the Fort C a r y Càmptts.
Prior to .AUsopprs recommendations, plans for the long ranghg design of the University
consisted of creating a place apart from context, focusing more on what a proper post
secondary educational compIex should be, rather than d o w i n g the context of the site to
determine the form. Allsopp's study was a departuse from what typicaiiy constituted

campus planning for the Lime, since he presented his ideas in the form of strategies, which
took into account the dynarnic aspects of the University environment. h the report, Allsopp
points specificaiiy to this dynamism, and goes on to state that "accurate predition is
impossibLe when needs and techniques are constantiy shifting and the values of judgment
are often modified" (PLUsopp 1971: 2) Allsopp's strategy paid particular attention to the

efforts that had corne previously, and d s o to the fact that these schemes were poorly
initiated. His report focuses on creating a place for the University out of the existing context,
rather than a 'destroy and rebuild' approach. The University s h o d d not be focused on a
final utopian forrn, but rather concentrate on the required developmental processes.
Allsopp's scheme was meant to serve as a general h e w o r k for a continuou decision

making process. This idea is ultimately better suited to long term goals, and has the
flexibility to react to both long and short tenn factors.
.4llsopp stressed the development of the quality of academic space over the quantity. He
describes the University as a community, which gives it a meaning above just "school" or
"faculty". In the document he desaibes the University in terms of a place of both social and
acadernic interaction, and remarks that there is a desire for a cohesive social and culturai
environment. The key to a richer community, a richer educational experience, is therefore
the creation of facilities which "provide a greater and more diverse range of opportunity."
(AUsopp 1971: 9). Allçopp, Iike Willcinson, pointed out the need for localized informal
gathering spaces.

However, in 1972 enrollment at the University began to &op and the planning ideas
presented by Alisopp were halted. Financial restrahts aiso compounded this halt to these
planning initiatives.

In 1985, another study was canied out again, in response to the growing concem over the
poor quality of the exterior environment of the Fort Garry Campus. Similar to Allsopp's
report of 1971, this report was not intended to dictate any final form for the extenor
environment, but rather to suggest principles, guidelines, which could be folîowed when any
renovation or construction on the campus was carried o u t The shidy buiit on some of the
ideas put fonvard by Sasaki in his review of the Mudry-Stovel plan, plants as unifiers of
space, establishment of a landscape superstructure and substnicture, and touched on issues
brought up by O h t e d s and Stoughton, such as a river focus, in their respective master
plans. Perhaps most importantly, the study recognized the importance of the regional
landscape as part of the experience of 'place' within the campus.

A more pragma tic vision is introduced in the 1985 planning strategy. The document touches

on issues that were not d e d t with in the earlier master plans by Stoughton and MudryStovel, such as long term landscape maintenance, management, snow removal and the idea

of production of landscape materiai on campus. The notion of rebuilding the campus in the
image of the Mudry-Stovel plan is no longer viable. Long term viabilïty of exterior
environmental projects is important in the light of shrinking economic resources. This marks
a change in thinking towards the long term potential of the campus, an issue which may

have been assumed in previous documents, but was never expiicitly stated.

This focus on long term viability was made material with the 1992 landscape renovations to
the grounds around the Administration Building and the space bounded by the new

Fitzgerald Building, Pharmacy, and the Buller Building. The construction of steam tunnels in
that area allowed for landscape improvements to be initiated. It can be ciearly seen that the
designers focused on long term feasibility of the design through their choice of interlocking
concrete pavers as a surface material, unFinished iron grates around the &es, simple
concrete forms, and an abundance of evergreen plant material. Materials which, in the long

run,have a good aesthetic quality and are also very durable over tirne.
Long-terni viability of landscape development is now an important consideration for
landscape development projects on most post-secondary carnpuses, especialiy the University
of Manitoba.

2.0: Vegetation Species within the Aspen Parkland Region

Aspen F o r d
COMMON NAME
TM

spsckr

White birdr
White spmce

Black spmce

-poph
Trembling Aspen
Jackpine
Bur Oak
Sh~b
Species

Mountain Maple
Green Alder
SpecWed Alder
Saskatoon Berry
Red Osier Dogwood
Beakd Hazehut
Hawthom
Bush Honqsuckle
Wolf Wdow
Pin Cheny
Choke Cherry
Rose
Dwarf Raspberry
willow
Buffalo Beny
Snowberry
Sq-hhny
N-ybeny

Highbush Cranberry

Big Bluestern
Awned Wheat Grass

Hair Grass
Slough Grass
Side Oats Grama
Blue Grama
Northern mxï Grass
Tufteci Hair Grass
Canada Wild Rye
Giant Wild Rye
Sheep Fescue
Sweet Grass
Foxtaii Bariey
Switchgrasç

Reed Canary Grass
Common Reed Grass

COMMON NAME

Bluegrass
JuneGrass
tittle Bluestem
Indian Grass
Saiure Cordgrass
M
e Cordgrass
Prairie Dropseed

Porcupine Grass
Green NeedIe Grass
S tipas

Riverbottom Forests

COMMON NAME

BOTANICAL NAME

Tree Species

Manitoba Maple
Green ash
Cottonwood
Balsam Poplar
f each-leaved willow
Basswood
American E h
Black ash
White birch

Acer negrrndo
Fraxinus pennsylvanica
Poprilus sargentii
Poprilrrs balsamfera
Salix anlygdaroides
Tilia Ammicana
Ulrnrrs ammkann
Fraxin nigra
Betula papjr$era

Shrub Species

Beaked Hazehut
Rose
Downy arrowwood
Red twigged
serviceberry
Choke Cherry
Red Osier Dogwood
Highbush Cranberry
Hawthorn
h e r i c a n Hazelnut
Dwarf raspberry
Twùling honeysuckie

Corylrlj cornuta
Rosa sppVibrrnrztnr rafinesqukntim
Amelanchier sargrtinea

Creamy Peavine
Wild SarspariUa
False Lily-of
-the-Valley

Lnthyntz ochroler~czis
aralul nrrdicartlis
Maianfhemurncanadense
zar interiris

Asters

Aster

Northem Bedstraw
Bunchberry
Wid Strawberry
Trvining Honeysuckle
Wood Nettie
Faise Solomon's Çeai
Comrnon Burdock
Wild Colunibine
Vuginia Creeper
Ostrich Ferrt
Moonseed
Poison Ivy
Twisted Stalk
False Medic Grass
Rough-Leaved
Mountain-Rice
Goldenrods
Meadow Rue
Harebeil

Galiurn jeptentrionale
Cornus cnnadmsis
Fragaria sppLonicma dioicn var. glartcescens
Laportea canadensis
Srnilacena stellata
A rct irr nr lappa
Aqiiilegra canadensis
Parthmocissus spp.
Mattarccia struthiopths
Menispennurn canadense
Rlius radicans
Streptopus roseus
Schizactine purpitrascms
Oryzopsis asperi~olia

Forbs

Prunus 2irginiana
Comrrs jfolonifera
Vibrirnrrnr trilobtirn
Crataeps spp.
Corylris arnericana
Rrtbtls ptt bescens
Lonicera dica

sv.

Solidago spp.
Thalictnrrn sp.
Campanula rotundij5lin
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